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Alter months of recruiting, the
administration's office has sent
out letters of acceptance to high
school students. Today, Presidents Day, students who have
been accepted will attend a tour
of the campus.
In order to prepare for the
high schoolers much work needs
to be done ahead of time.
"The real hard-hitting planning begins in November," said
Montique Cotton, admissions
counselor and coordinator of the
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begin until then because the
recruiters, who also help with
the event, are on the road September through November.
Once they return, they make a
time-line to organize their workload because many activities
must be planned and buildings
reserved months ahead of time.
"Every department will host
an open house and a tour of their
facilities," Cotton said. "A reception might also be offered and
faculty and staff will be available
to answer all questions."

Along with departmental
*! other activities will
tours,
include presentations by the
financial aid office, resident life
and dining.
Presidents Day will also feature presentations for high
school juniors and seniors. During the session for juniors (1010:30 a.m.), an explanation of the
application and enrollment
process will be given by the
Office of Admissions. From 12:30 p.m. the Admissions' office
will provide information about
enrollment.
The activities and programs
have been a success in the past.

"Last year we had a great
response from the parents and
students who attended," Cotton
said. "It's a very busy day."
Approximately 5,000 students
attended last year's events.
Erik Green, a freshman education major, didn't attend the
Presidents Day tour last year,
however, he did attend one of
the University's many campus
tours.
"I liked a lot of the buildings.
It looked like they were taking
the campus in a new direction,"
Green, who made his decision
after viewing other campuses,
said.

Patrick Johns, freshman art
major, did attend the tour on
Presidents Day.
"1 didn't think I was going to
go here," he said, "But I liked the
friendly atmosphere and the art
program."
Cotton hopes that today's presentations makes an impression
on students.
"I hope the students who have
been admitted have all their
questions answered and will be
secure in their decision to attend
BG," she said.
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Cast members of "Flyin West" rehearse. The play is about the migration of thousands of African American pioneers to the
west.
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Flyin'
West
Production off to flying start
By IRENE SHARON
SCOTT
The BG News
After the Civil War, thousands of African-American pioneers migrated to the West.
They hoped to own farms and
ranches by taking advantage of
the 1860 Homestead Act.
The area that they settled in
becomes Nicodemus, Kan.,
which is the only remaining allblack town. During the process
of developing this town, its
African Americans citizens face
struggles and problems.
This is a brief preview of the
production "Flyin' West," writ-

ten by Pearl Cleage, which will
be performed by the University
theatre department in honor of
Black History Month.
The play itself is comprised
of six characters, four women
and two men. All of the actors
are African American, except
for one Caucasian actor playing
a racially mixed character. The
cast includes Yvonne Singh,
Roshonda Benton, Lisa Herod,
Tiffanie Riggs, Journie Louise
Clark, Dontrell Callahan and
Brad Abner.
According to Singh, the
director, the play includes two
mulatto characters, one man
and one woman. She said this is
significant because in the play

African Americans are coming
out of slavery. As a result of
rape and interbreeding, there
were half-white, half-black children.
The play also addresses the
issue of Jim Crow laws, which
discriminated against those
who looked black, but did not
affect individuals who could
pass as white.Dontrell Callahan, junior computer science
major, said the production is
about how Nicodemus was
developed and is told from a
black woman's perspective. In
the midst of the story, some
problems that blacks faced back
then, including domestic violence, are introduced.
Singh added that the play
was written by a black feminist.
Cleage takes historic information and weaves it into a play
about sisterhood and community as a way to underscore struggle in the most adverse circumstances.
Cleage also investigates history and addresses problems

and issues which she perceives
as most crucial today.
"Her plays expose the homophobia and sexism that precipitate violence and abuse," Singh
said. "The play is also about the
very serious and contemporary
issue of domestic violence and
spousal abuse."
Benton said the audience
needs to come with an open
mind and heart and feel the
humanness in the story, not just
the obvious things.
"I hope the audience will
have a clearer understanding of
domestic violence and the
destruction it does to families
and people," Benton said. "I
want them to understand the
true reality of aspirations, determination and love no mailer
what the cost may be."
Herod wants the audience to
understand the importance of
unity within the family.
"All families, not just those
that are African American, have
i See WEST, page nine.

This week the Bowling Green
Police Department's Citizen
Police Academy will start up its
winter session.
The program is in its sixth
year and offers an opportunity
for students and citizens to look
into the lives of the police force.
The class is a 10-week program which is held for two and
a half hours every Tuesday
night.
Every week a different phase
of the police division is discussed.
It is more than discussion
though. Participants interact
with and leam about all aspects
of the police department.
They are taught about different investigation techniques and
shown how to fingerprint.
Students are also shown how
the breathalizer test works and
taught about the use-of-force
policy.
One class offers education on
drugs. Actual samples of crack,
cocaine and heroin are brought
into the class to show the students what they really look like.
Police Chief Tom Votava
thinks that a lot of people don't
actually know what drugs look
like.
"We bring in the drugs to
show people what they really
are," Votava said. "We also talk
about drug busts and what the
consequences of being caught
with drugs are."
A major part of the police
academy is the self defense tactics. Students actually get the
chance to use the taught tactics
on 'Redman.' Redman is the
nickname for the padded suit
that one of the officers wears
while being attacked by a student.
The police academy also takes
the participants out to a shooting range where they get the
• See POLICE, page nine.

Campus reacts to end of Clinton trial
Trial pain lingers on
By BRANDI BARHITE

much lower it can get," he said.

The BG News

The acquittal marked the
end of a five-week impeachment trial in the Senate. Clinton
had been accused of perjury
and obstruction of justice, stemming from his affair with former White House intern Monica Lewinsky. In the end, the
first charge of perjury was
rejected 55-45. On the second
charge of obstruction of justice,
the Senate split 50-50. A twothirds majority was needed to
remove the President.

In the aftermath of President
Bill Clinton's impeachment
trial and acquittal, people are
beginning to consider the longterm effects the trial will have
on government productivity
and American attitude toward
government.
It is hard to predict how history will unfold now that the
trial is over, but mistrust of the
government could be a problem, said Dennis Anderson, a
political science professor.
"The public doesn't have
much trust in tne government
now and I'm not sure how

In response to the acquittal,
Shannon Brinker, a sophomore
psychology major, said she is

f

concerned about the well-being
of the country. She said she
does not believe the government will be able to get back to
the business of the country. She
added that with distrust of the
government and the hard feelings between Republicans and
Clinton, there is little hope of
getting anything done.
Anderson agreed, saying the
remainder of Clinton's term
could be unproductive because
of bitterness between Republicans and the President.
"Clinton has an over-idealized view about himself," he
said. "He can't see himself
• See IMPEACHMENT, page

The Associated Press
—
WASHINGTON — It's not really over. Not for Hillary and
Chelsea. Not for many others,
either. There is a legacy of pain,
anger, humiliation and embarrassment that endures from the yearlong scandal that grew out of
President Clinton's affair with
Monica Lewinsky.
Hillary Rodham Clinton and
her daughter were devastated by
the president's betrayal, left with
sleepless nights and private
agony, friends say. They try not to

show their heartache publicly, but
others, like former Sen. Dale
Bumpers, describe a relationship
that has been "about as decimated
as a family can get."
For staff and friends, there are
huge legal bills to pay. Damaged
reputations to be repaired. Shattered trusts and confidences to be
soothed.
Some of the President's top
aides were furious that he lied to
them, then expected them to
• Sec MEMORIES, page nine.
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letter
This letter is in reference to an article in Friday's BG News titled,
"Why I don't like Valentine's Day. " When I first read the article, I
actually felt grief for Jeff Gill because his brother had supposedly
died of cancer. Then when 1 found out that the article was complete
"bull$hit", I was furious. 1 planned on writing an extremely nasty
- letter, but I realized that Jeff Gill is naive and I cannot blame him for
that.
i 1 still had an unsettling feeling, and that is why 1 am sitting in a
fcomputer lab on Saturday night writing this letter. Before my Dad
had cancer, I didn't really know about it, and I didn't really care, to
jell you the truth. It had not affected my life one bit until two years
>>go.
• But right now, at this moment, my Dad is laying in a hospital bed
jn my house, in Dayton, dying of lung cancer. Articles like Jeff's
tnake me angry. Angry because you do not know what losing a
loved one to this bullShit disease feels like, yet you give yourself
enough authority to write about it?
'. To mock this disease or any other is not only dishonoring those
people who have it, but the people who are left behind to pick up
(he pieces. To think that you can claim to have felt the pain and
agony of losing someone you love to a vicious disease is truly
shameful and classless.
; Jeff, writing an article about a fake death from a real disease does
hot make people feel obligated to help the cause. They just feel lied
to. And we all know what lying is: its BULLSHIT.
Ingrida Anna Petersons
Junior
English/MIS

A guest columnist says, "Thanks"
. First of all I would personally
ijke to thank WFAL, WBGU 88.1,
and anyone and everyone who
was involved in bringing Henry
Rollins to campus. For only the
third time that 1 can remember in
over four years, this university
has brought in an event that not
only gives students something
rositive to do, but also makes
toe of some of the university's
[fctential to put this school on
(fie map.
; Let's face it, BG sports isn't
doing to do it, and when you
speak of any college it is usually
tfie sports that give that school a
rtame for themselves. Well, BG's
sborts suck and now it's time to
Ipm to a different tune to get
students involved and bring
tftem together.
! As I was walking towards the
l)nion on Tuesday evening, I
spw something that I haven't
sfeen on this campus — a line
rjalfway through the Union
parking lot filled with both students and non-students waiting
pjatiently to be let in to hear a

great speaker and person tell us
of his experiences and knowledge. People came from all over
this region of the country to see
Henry Rollins. That must be bad
for the university because if it
was good I don't understand
why an event like this doesn't
happen more often.
Sure, a few years ago the Violent Femmes came to Anderson
Arena to play to a near sold out
crowd despite the crappy sound
system, and Jim Carroll, author
of "Basketball Diaries" came to
the ballroom to speak about his
life, drugs and poetry, and now
Henry Rollins can be added to
the all too short list of performers to come to this school. Hopefully this list will continue to
grow by leaps and bounds in the
years to come.
Again, thank you to everyone
who was involved in making
this great event possible.
Paul Khacherian is a guest
c-'-onnist for The News. He can
be reached at paulk®bgnet.bgsu.

Copyright © 1999. The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any
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The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in sto
ries or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.
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Masturbation shouldn't be shameful
I was trying to figure out how
to write a column for today that
would be applicable to both
BGSU students and our lovely,
prospective students swarming
our campus today with their
parents. I mean, that's a lot of
pressure. People may read this
column and use it to decide
whether they want to come here
or not. So I definitely have to
appeal to them.
I watched "There's Something
About Mary" during the week. I
know, that's pretty exciting. One
of the things I liked about it,
though, was the Farrelly brothers being unashamed to bring
something as horrible and frightening as masturbation into public discussion. Between Ben
Stiller's crank getting caught in
his zipper and later in the movie
having spunk hanging from his
ear, I think it's officially into the
mainstream.
Thus, allow me to jump onto
the bandwagon. I crank my tank,
shake my snake, spank my monkey, choke my chicken, flog my
rod and any other catchphrase
we can think of for masturbation. There was a time when I
was ashamed of it, and that's
exactly why I'm writing this
now.
See, my bet is that regardless
of whether you're a parent, a
BGSU student or high school
student, most of you reading this
are little masturbatory weasels
also. So although it may seem
like I'm just going for a gross-out
factor here or shock value type
thing, I'm really trying to dig

deep into a problem that I think
most people recognize but are
very reluctant to talk about.
Why the taboo on masturbation, I ask? Is it biblical? Spilling
thy seed is a waste? Then why
Ihe prohibition upon female
masturbation? Although I've not
been around that specifically too
often, to my knowledge, there's
no spilling of seed.
Is it "icky?" Well, yeah, sure it
is, but so is sex, oral sex, sticking
your tongue into someone's
mouth and all sorls of other
things we don't condemn.
Maybe for men it's not masculine. Maybe it's just like the contradiction among males in that
lesbians going at it is a tum-on
and "cool," but two men getting
it on is sick and gross. So the
same thing applies for masturbation? A woman greases the cylinders and it's kind of cool, but a
guy does it, well, shiver me timbers. Well, that's interesting and
everything, but it's also sexist
and stupid.
Seriously, I have no answer as
to why our society treats masturbation as such a taboo thing.

Maybe it's personal, yes, but my
friends and I talk about sex and
sexual exploits from time to time
and that is even more personal.
I mean, look, I'm not asking
that we build a giant campfire
and all gather around for a good
circle jerk and conversation on
Ihe subject. There are people
who don't like to masturbate, or
who don't like to talk about it
and that's fine with me, but what
I'm searching for here is why I
felt so ashamed for doing so for
so many years?
Obviously, if I thought it was
my own psychological problem,
I wouldn't be writing this, so
therefore I must be blaming it on
society. But seeing as I'm part of
society as well and don't want to
inflict the shame I went through
upon others, I figure this sort of
absolution will do fairly well.
1 seriously don't want to
underexamine the shame aspect,
though. I don't know about
everyone else in the world, but I
went through some major guilt
and what-not during my formative years. I'd look at myself as a
type of alcoholic. I'd burn myself
with hot water or cut my palms
as punishment for masturbating.
It was ugly stuff, so don't think
for a minute that I'm wholly jocular about this issue.
Masturbation isn't funny to
me, because it's such a natural
and simple act that has been
turned into quite the ugly and
disgusting procedure that only
hairy-palmed freaks take part in.
Sure, one has to practice some
moderation. If you're shaking it

five times a day, seven days a
week, maybe you need to chill
out a bit. Or if you're beating off
in class and wiping it on the person in front of you (a kid in my
high school actually did that
once), get some psychological
help. 1 don't want to find your
happy juice in my food or drink
or on anything I own, but
beyond that, I don't care what
you're doing in that bathroom or
why your sock is so beat-up
looking.
Look. Most of the people
reading this are adults or will
soon be adults.
And a part of being such is
learning how to deal with very
human and very natural situations and circumstances with
maturity and sensibility.
To make someone feel guilty
and ashamed for taking part in
what can only amplify one's sexual and emotional experiences is
ridiculous, cruel, inhuman and
immature. I personally am more
than happy to admit that I masturbate, because it's such a simple and relatively insignificant
part of my being (although it's
guaranteed sex with someone I
love). So if you whack it, don't
fret. You're okay. If you don't,
that's fine. Just leave those of us
who won't ever be bored by ourselves on a desert island alone.
Brian Taylor is a columnist for
The News and has lots o' spunk.
He can be reached for psychiatric
evaluations at taylob@bgnet.bgsu.
edu

Blessings may be disguised
The other day I was riding
somewhere with two of my
friends. One sneezed and the
other said, "God bless you." The
silence after this occurrence
made me question why people
"bless" each other after a sneeze.
So I looked up the history of
sneezing on the internet.
It turns out Tiberius Caesar in
AD 150 would ride around in his
chariot and shoul "Bless you" to
any member of the public that
sneezed.
This "blessing" evidently
resulted from a serious disease
that attacked the early Romans.
Sneezing was one of the main
symptoms. People that suffered
from this disease usually died as
a result, but it was believed that
the more blessings offered, the
less likely the chance of death.
So, that is why we "bless" each
other.
When I think of people blessing each other, it seemed ridiculous to me. What right do people
have to demand the blessing of
"God?" Which leads me to a little situation I had with a customer at my place of employment. This happened a few years
ago, but it still never fails to

anger me.
I don't even remember how
the subject came up. But a customer decided to verbally attack
me one morning while I was
working. I think he asked me
something about going to
church and I told him I didn't go.
Of course, this elderly man was
shocked and asked why, as if it
was any of his business.
So, outspokenly, I proceeded
to tell him that I don't believe in
"God." He then said, and I
remember these words exactly,
"Well, you know where you're
going then don't you?" As if he
were "God" itself. I then told
him that I do not believe in heaven and hell either. And he just
went off about how I was such a

h

bad person, etc., etc...
It just made me so mad that
this man thought he had the
right, the knowledge, or the
power to inform me of my
wrong-doing. What right did he
have to judge me? This oh-soholy man should have known
that the bible, which he obviously honored, states "Judge not,
lest ye be judged." Is he better
than me because he chooses to
believe in "God," or attends
church?
That is what angers me.
Why do people look down
upon those who choose to
believe differently than our
ancestors? I could go on and on
about what I do and do not
believe, but I will save you the
details.
My point is that there are
those of us who believe in "God"
and there are those of us who
don't. Our beliefs do not make
us good or bad people and
nobody has a right to judge us as
whole individuals on behalf of
our opinions.
One belief that I have that
reflects my disbelief of "God," is
that life is just. I do not believe

in life after death. It is a nice
idea 'and a hope, but I do not
think it is true. However, 1 do
believe that our existence is a
result of something great, something bigger and more important
that one could ever imagine. But
1 choose not to believe in this
great creator, this male, called
"God." I believe that we are out
for ourselves, independent. We
make our own destinies, and
because of the morals and values
we were brought up with, we do
or do not lead happy, successful
lives.
After a sneeze, before you
choose to "bless" someone, think
about the origin of this "blessing." Does the person you are
blessing have a fatal disease?
Will they die if not given enough
blessings by heavenly messengers such as yourselves? (That
was a joke.) Are you really
adding to a person's destiny by
"blessing" them? Maybe next
time you should just say nothing
at all.

Frances Sawyer is a guest
columnist for The News. She can
be reached at fransaw@bgnet.bgsu.
edu.
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true that cats and fish mate to

play

People call them

They

are practically brain dead from
kind

Ui

second time. They named their

I sit in class a lot and listen to
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Rob Weidner
Freshman
Computer Scl.
"Don't be overwhelmed by the size
of the campus."

heavy marijuana smokers: They

doobie

'Hey,

Chris Stegel
Junior
Political Science)
"Don't let them gyp
you on the free
meal."

tell if someone is one of these
As always, there are excep-

one.

beautiful

preaching

ter.

ask is dumber than the previous

diary

am

ing to impress the class with

I call them a group because

her

I

their vast knowledge about the

do use the word "dude" a lot.

in

like

Jodie Horn
Senior
Business
"Bring a coat."

I

I don't want to

heavy marijuana smoker: he is

that guy.

Bngit.

seen it.

the dumb guy that always asks
Or maybe she is the

school students
who are touring
BGSU today?

to another weed smoker. Some

it

once and my tongue hurt too

dumb girl who hangs out with

Exampl*.

weed

behind in a second to catch up

take to get to the center of a

One of the most interesting

no matter

smoker and he will leave you

up with, 'How many licks does it

groups of people in our proud

What is your best
advice to high

them partial cedit to the fact that

thinking to yourself, I know he
was joking. Then it is followed

by Casey^'Brien

on the street

which
shot]

150 such

Much remains to be learned, how-

Abraham
who

more than

cleanup and demonstration sites.

ever, about the environmenta

had

tremendous sideburns.

THE GREENERY THAT COULD

effects of using greenery to dean

Plants are being tested and used to

pollution.

ACROSS
1 Light touches
5 Inventor of
dynamite
10 Pithy pert
14 Cookie choice
15 Wear away
16 Cinder ending?
17 Computer choices
18 Dwelling
19 Cain's brother
20 Casual onlookers
22 Singer Roberta
23 Lunched
24 Singer Cole
25 In place ot
28 Syndicated artists
35 Mimic
37 Railroad switch
38 Actress Sorvtno
39 Gin-and-lonic
garnish
40 London flashlight
41 Spirited vigor
42 Twofold
43 Boredom
44 Pronounced
45 Everywhere
simultaneously
48 Slightly shifty
49 Long, long time
50 Boastful talk
52 Barrel slat
55 Sports-page
chart
61 Fishing rod

62 Beach

63
64
65
66
67
68

Non-cleric
Whiff
Jots
Turner of tunes
Little piggies
Stilt places in
streams
69 Thick piece
DOWN
1 Ostentatious
show
2Reakn
3 Hamilton bills
4 -Semper RdeHscomposer
5 Of the area from
Tirkoy to Saudi
Arabia
6 Spherical bodies
7Dolt
8 Form a vortex
9 Golfer Trevino
10 Eight, noon, and
six, maybe
11 Napoleon's isle
12 Actor Baldwin
13 Lecture
21 And so forth:
abbr.
22 Devotee
24 Empty space
26 Three-Bine
Masters winner
26 Narcotic drug
27 Post fresh troops
29 European river

30 Revolves
31 When actors
enter
32 Eliot's Mamer
33 Santa Fe_
34 Beachlike
36 Non-starting
pitchers
46 -Wliam Wilson"
author
47 Slight cot bit
51 Delta deposits
52 Pick out
53 Fuss
54
vera
55 Chase away
56 In
(as a
whole)
57 Asian sea
58 Spike or brad,
e.g.
59 Ms. LoHobrigida
60 Wound crust
62 Liquid sample

C1999 Trtx™ Mm Services Inc.
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tot the answers, look on the
wed www bgnewscom

PAGE THREE of the BG NEWS Is Intends
ded ai •
source of non-vital information as well
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today1'
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All word
transcribed here are real; names have b« ~
changed to protect the innocent and the unwIIUl.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, moneta
gifts, submissions, end other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted; please deposit In 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose material Is worthy
will get to see it in print. Such reward.

TV GUIDE SECTION
MONDAY

I

6:00

I

6:30

JADCAST STATION

I

7:00

I

7:30

I

8:00

I

8:30

I 9:00

!

9:30

I 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30

t

IB

News I

ARC Wld News

Errt. Tonight

Hollywood Sq.

20/201

Storm of the Century (In Stereo) (Part 2 ol 3) X

NewaX

Nightline X

ffi
S)

NewsX

NBCNtwi

Grace under

Frasierl

0*Mne (In Stereo) X

Movie: To Serve and Prorea"( 1999. Drama) CrakjT. Nelson. X

NewsX

Tonight Show

Greet Decisions Business Rpt

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Antiques Roadshow X

American Experience

Tuskegee. Alabama

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)!

GO

Newshour With Jim Lehrtr X

Arthur X

Kratts Creature

Antiques Roadshow I

American Experience

Tuskegee. Alabama

Waiting lor GoO Charlie Rose X

IB

Home Improve. 1 Had About You

Seinfeld!

Fn.nd.ir

Melrose Place (In Stereo) X

Ally McBeal "Pyramids on the Nee" NswsX

CD
3D

(5 001 Wrist Watches
Simpsons X

[Simpsons X

[Friends X

[Freeierl

DebertX

|PtfteetaX

[eenaViol Tour Port Shot" X

Movie: MM "Revenge of the NeroS"(1964. Comedy) Robert Carradme.

fli-ttjjnt (R)

WM Discovery "Deadly Spinsters" First Dogs

Movir*** "S»fcw)fMov«"()976)MelBfooixs.

Movie: MM "flea/Ge™uj"(198S, Comedy) Val K*ner. (In Stereo)

ESPN Up Close

Sportsontsf

ESPY Awards From RadoCrfy Muse Hair New York.

Show-Funny

FAH

NewAddame

HBO

(4:45| Movie: •»» "SeWrM"(l997) Universoul Circus (In Stereo) X

HiST Arms in Action: Armor

NewAddams

Arms in Action "First Firearms"

[News

Die. Camera

[Ultimate Guide'Dogs"(R)

[Lite, Camera

Kan-Therapist

[Femous Families: The Kennedys" Famous Families "The Lemons"

[•« "Free/acTX

700 Club

Lincoln: The Untold Stories X

History Undercover

>poriiN«ws

Soxing Fight Nght at the Great Western Forum. Inglewood. Call

Amazing Stories [Star Trek The Apple" X

Clntona(Pan3c(3)

TNT

5 00) Movie: • "CHiPs 99" (1990 ER "Love Among the Runs" I

WCW Monday Nttro (In Stereo Live) X
Ed.EddnEddy Cowl Chicken

Bugs t Deity

Una: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker, Tens Ranger "Branded"

WWFRawX

VHI

eovie: ** "The Wi/*(I978. Musical) Diana Ross A teacher takes a journey to an urban jungle called Oz

[Loveline

Welcome to Paradon (in Stereo) I Twilight Zone X [Star Trek X

Cantons (Pat t ol 3)

Hercules: Legendary Jmys.

Blame Game

FOX Sports News

Clintons (Part 2 ol 3)

Home Again (Hi [Home Again (R) Terror in the Sky (R)

USA

[Tom Green

FOX Sports News

Air Force One: A History (R)

Sliders "Skdecage" (In Stereo) I

TLC

IDeiter'e Lab

[Stein's Money

Movie: »•• "Sow Food"(1997) Vanessa L. Wilams (In Stereo) R' X

Darii (In Stereo) Deris (In Stereo) [Derie (In Stereo) Dana (In Stereo) [Daria (In Stereo) Dane "Too Cule" [Derie (In Stereo) Road Rules

Animaniacs

Daily Show
First Dogs (R)

Janet: The Yervet Rope From Madison Square Garden n New York. X

Last Word

TOON Batman: Series IScoobyDoo

[FraeierX

[ESPY Poetgeme Sportscenter X

Countdown

iartfi 2 "An About Eve" {In Stereo)

Friends!

Movie: MM "The Man kVitft One Bed Shoe" (1985)

sc
SCIFI

Bob-Mar geret

War Dogs

MTV

Motorcycle Racing. Arenacross

[Sports TV Del.

Movie: MM "The King and r (1958) A governess sals to Sam to tutor the king's children. Movie: •••'* '*nna and me King 0/Sum" (19461

DISC New House
ENC (4 20) Movie:

ESPY Pregame

Jerry Springer

SimpsonsX

Collectible Knives

Collectible Knives

AHC Movie: ••« The 8uaane»r (1958. Adventure) YulBrynner
DeJIyShowlR) [StainsMoney
COM Saturday Night UveX

Show-Funny

[Newsrediol

Clintons (R) (Pan 1 ol 3)
Sports Illustrated Swimsurt '99

[Tom and Jerry

FHntstoneeX

[ScoobyDoo

WWF War Zonal

Movie: "Friends Til the End" (1997. Suspense) Shannon Ooherty

Ed,EddnEddy [Cow i Chicken
New York Undercover On Stereo)
Hovte: •• The Hta"(1978)

www.bgnews.com
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372-6966 "

Eye on Allies set deadline for agreement
news

ompiled fiom staff and wire reports

Serbs, Albanians, must hammer
out solution within 1 week
The Associated Press

IKKK ACTIVITY
Racist fliers investigated
AKRON (AP) — Police are investigating the distribution of hundreds of fliers with racial epithets that have shown up on car windshields and utility poles.
The leaflets — some attacking blacks, Jews and homosexuals —
;have shown up in Akron and Stow this month. They mention a coming race war and give state and national phone numbers for the Ku
Klux Klan. One leaftlet warns child molesters that they are being
; watched.
Police said there have been at least nine versions of the flier. The
leaflets have shown up at two Akron high schools and the University of Akron, said Akron police Detective Stan Smith.
"Every other day, I'm receiving fliers from either officers or citiizens," he said.
Smith said several officers have seen individuals who may be
posting the fliers, but no arrests have been made.

■ FARM BILL HHaiaVAVaWJMM
Officials not keen on preservation law
TOLEDO (AP) — Ohio's newly adopted farmland preservation
bill isn't getting good reviews from some public officials.
The law, which will take effect in April, will let communities tax
themselves to raise revenues that would be paid to agricultural
landowners who volunteer to give up development rights.
Agricultural owners would get the difference between the agricultural value and the value of the land if it were sold for development. By accepting the money, landowners cannot permit residential
!or commercial development. The bar to development can extend as
3ong as the parties want the agreement to last. Cities, counties, villages, and townships can use the law.
i "They don't want to impose a tax at the state level, so they allow
;it to be possible at the local level," said Chris Redfern, president of
;the Ottawa County commission.

PARIS — Despite a conclusion that "nothing has really
been solved," the United States
and five other nations gave rival
Serbs and ethnic Albanians
another week to consider their
plan for ending yearlong conflict
in Kosovo.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright, intervening directly,
brought the two sides together
Sunday, face-to-face, for the first
time. She reported afterward that
the Albanians, at least, thought
the plan that would give them
self-rule but not independence
was a "fair deal."
But the Serbs resisted the
prospect of a NATO peacekeeping force deployed in the Serbian
province in the event of a settlement, and Albright said even the
Albanians had not promised to
sign the deal by the deadline of
next Saturday at noon.
That's when the United States,
Britain, France, Germany, Italy
and Russia said the talks extension will end.
"I hope very much the Serbs
will see it in their interest also to
sign on," Albright said after talking jointly to four delegates from
each side at the negotiations site,
a 14th-century chateau at Rambouillet, 40 miles southwest of
Paris.

If there is no settlement by the
deadline, French Foreign Minister Hubert Vedrine said at a news
conference, "We would, no
doubt, undertake an assessment
of what is next." He did not
repeat the now-familiar U.S.
threat to bomb the Serbs,
although Albright told reporters
separately that "the threat of
NATO airstrikes remains real."
"We will hold both sides
accountable if they fail to seize
the opportunity," the six ministers said in a joint statement.
They also lamented that
"progress has been slower than
we had hoped for," Vedrine, cochairman of the talks with British
Foreign Secretary Robin Cook,
told reporters. "Nothing has really been solved."
The frustration of trying to
end a conflict that has claimed
more than 2,000 lives with a plan
that compromises both sides'
goals was evident through a difficult day of bargaining,
Before, flying off to Mexico to
join President Clinton at talks
with Mexican leaders, Albright
said: "I will not be able to say
that the path to an agreement is
clear or that success is in sight."
And a senior U.S. official,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said, "She walked
away with a lot of concern that

Associated Pret» Photo

U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright addresses reporters
on the Chateau de Rambouillet following her meeting with the
two delegations taking part in the Kosovo Peace Talks, Sunday.
they may not be able to reach an
agreement."
The official said the foreign
ministers might consult again,
either by telephone or in a meeting, but that the focus of such a
meeting would be for NATO to
consider military action —
despite what the official said was
strong opposition from Russia.
Russian Foreign Minister Igor
Ivanov said there was no discussion of using force at the meeting
of the six Contact Group ministers after Albright met separately
and together with Serbs and eth-

nic Albanians.
The Russian ventured that
with "political will" the chances
of an agreement for Kosovo are
real.
Albright and Ivanov met separately with Serbian President
Milan Milutinovic. "There is real
apprehension in the Yugoslav
leadership about the country's
borders," Ivanov said, referring
to the ardent wish of many Kosovo Albanians that the province
ultimately will unite with Alba• See KOSOVO, page ten.
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Career Seruices
http://iuiiJiii.bgsu.edu/offices/careers

Get to knou> us! Ule'll change the way you think about your career.

Real Life 413:
On-Site Interviews!
February 17, 1999
6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Community Suite,
Student Union
Learn from the Pros!

Financial Services
Career Event &
Interview Day
February 24, 1999
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.
101 Olscamp hall
Network and schedule on-campus
• interviews with more than
25 major employers!

Come and hear recruiters share
their expertise on how to excel in
your on-site interviews!
Learn ...

On- Campus Interviews
101 Olscamp Hall
February 25,1999
8:30 - 4:30 p.m.

• how to prepare for an on-site interview

Check out the diverse range of careers
and internships within
the financial services industry!

• what to expect during
on-site interviews
• how to avoid the common |
mistakes made by in
experienced job applicants
• what questions to ask
managers and supervisors
All Majors Welcome!

•Account Rep.
•Actuary
•Claims Agent
•Community
•Relations
•Credit Analyst
•Credit Manager
•Financial Counselors
•Financial Investors
All Majors

•Intormation Systems
Specialist
•Investment Manager
•Loan Specialist
•Marketing Rep.
•New Business
Development Manager
•Sales Agent
•Underwriting Specialist

Got plans for summer? How about a
cool summer job or internship?
Check it out!
Tuesday March 2,1999
Noon - 4 p.m.
Ballroom of the Student Union
Recruiters from all over the United States will be
on campus to find just the right BGSU students to
fill positions for their camps, resorts, human services agencies, government offices, and businesses. Many organizations will feature BGSU
alumni who will be available to answer your questions about their summer work experiences and
internships.
If you're looking for something in your
neighborhood or far from home, you may just find
that exciting opportunity at the Summer Job and
Internship Fair.
For additional information contact Student
Employment at 372-2865 or check out the Career
Services homepage for a listing of employers who
are scheduled to attend:
www.bgsu.edu/offices/careers
See you at the fair!

Welcome!
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Hundreds of flights cancelled Quiet support for
as airline tries to get healthy Dartmouth plan
The Associated Press

DALLAS - - Hundreds of
American Airlines pilots called
in lo say Ihey were fit for work
Sunday, one day after the union
was threatened with millions of
dollars in fines over a massive
sickout at the nation's secondlargest airline.
Still, it wasn't enough to prevent 550 flights from being canceled.
. "We're just glad they are coming back and we hope by the end
of the week to be in business as
usual here," American spokeswoman Sonja Whitemon said.
She said the airline could be
100 percent operational by Tuesday.
The pilots were accused of
calling in sick to protest salaries
being paid pilots at Reno Air, an
airline that American recently
bought.
U.S. District Judge Joe
Kendall ordered the job action to
cease on Wednesday, and on Saturday accused union officials of
not doing enough to encourage
pilots to return to work.
Kendall scheduled a Wednesday hearing to determine how
much to fine the union and two
union leaders, whom he found
in contempt of court. He said the
fine could be in the millions of
dollars.

50C
Drinks

The Associated Press
HANOVER, N.H. — To drink or not to drink — that is the
underlying question for Dartmouth College students who
think the administration's decision to phase out single-sex fraternities and sororities is a good idea.
"Lots of people come here and double major — economics
and alcohol, math and alcohol," said Pedro De Los Santos, 18,
a freshman from New York. "I only came because of the quality of the education."
The decision by Dartmouth trustees, announced Tuesday as
part of a sweeping campaign to make campus social life "substantially coed" and eliminate alcohol abuse, has drawn major
protests from fraternity and sorority members.
They canceled 21 parties and events associated with this
weekend's Winter Carnival to demonstrate the large role they
play in campus social life, and protested outside college President James Wrjght's home Wednesday night.
About 600 fraternity and sorority members marched Thursday night from fraternity row to the Dartmouth Green to hear
Wright open the carnival.
Standing in front of a 20-foot snow sculpture of a dog,
Wright joked: "I have not been invited to any fraternity parties
this weekend, but I still intend to have a good time." Most of
the crowd booed.
College officials have not said whether they will make the
single-sex houses go co-ed or phase them out altogether. But
Wright says single-sex, residential fraternities and sororities are
on the way out.
About 35 percent of Dartmouth's 4,300 undergraduates are
members of 25 fraternities or sororities. There are also three
coed fraternities, but their numbers are small.
The Ivy League school is located in Hanover, a town of about
9,000 in the rural northern part of the state near the Vermont
line. Chris Miller, a member of Alpha Delta when he was a
Dartmouth student, co-wrote "Animal House," the 1978 film
comedy about frat-house debauchery.

Associated Press Photo

Jeffery De La Cruz, left, and Ronnie Bllla, right, both of the Phllllplnes, wait In Miami International Airport for their flight, which was eventually cancelled, Sunday.
Nearly 2,500 of the airline's
9,400 pilots remained out sick
Friday. Whitemon said well
under 1,000 pilots were out Sunday, as about 40 pilots per hour
called to take themselves off of
the sick list since Kendall's rul-

ing.
Meanwhile, the union insisted
it had done all it could lo get the
pilots back on the job.
"We're taking his order seriously," union president Rich
LaVoy said Sunday of the

25C $1.50

Drafts
3rafts

Pitchers
Pitchers

judge's ruling.
More than half a million travelers have been left at the gate
because of dispute about how
quickly American should integrate the Reno Air pilots into its
own pay scale.

Monday IMite Party
Disco 70S, 80S & 90S Dance Party
No Cover Charge For Anyone.

GREENBHIAH, INC

3

Looking for a Part-Time Job?

Don't Waste Your Time Working for Minimum Wage
RPS, Inc. is hiring pant-time package handlers
to load and unload trucks

Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts...
•A/C
• Newly remodled with
fire places available
• 4 or 5 person
• Starting at $775.00
...Get Them
While They Last!

WE OFFER:
Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting At $8.50 - $9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

Checkout our Website for a
complete listing of all our
properties.
, .
,„.
GREENBRIAR, INC.
www. wcnet. org/~gbrental

Take
Notice.

Visit us on campus
This Wednesday

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

Put Your Studies
Back on Course.
This summer, you can get back on track with a
transfer course at Edison Community College in
Piqua. Edison summer registration starts March 1.
Call Edison and stop by during your priority
registration period.

March 8-12

from 10-2 pm in the
Fort Room of the
Student Union

Miami county
Darke county
Shelby county
students
attending

Set your June 14 summer classes now! Plan to
catch up on your studies or get ahead for fall.
Also check our "online courses" on the Edison
website at www.edison.cc.oh.us.
We'll rush you a summer schedule.
Phone toll free:
1-800-922-3722, ext. 314
or e-mail:
info@edison.ccoh.us

An FDX Company
COMMUNrtY
COLLEGE

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
Call 800-582-3577

n

The Next Step... To Getting Ahead
—
'«'
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Coming soon to grocery
stores: irradiated meat
Germ-killing process creates public health debate
The Associated Press
CHARLOTTE, N.C. —Irradiated red meal moved closer to
the nation's supermarkets Friday
~when the U.S. Department of
, Agriculture approved the controversial process for zapping
. potentially deadly bacteria.
<

"We need to do all we can to
give consumers confidence we
•■"•have the safest food supply in
'-"the world, which it is," Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman
•said at a meeting in Charlotte of
"the National Cattlemen's Beef
^Association.
v

-.

The proposed USDA rule
permit — but not require
,,— irradiation for refrigerated or
frozen uncooked meat, and some
meat products.

1;would

The industry welcomed the
''announcement, saying it will
'■maki' meal safer.
Anti-nuclear groups oppose
,,-the procedure and some health
•.advocates fear it might lead to a
.^relaxation of other safety prac. tices such as plant sanitation.
;,Jrradiation also remains a hot
i jssue in America's kitchens.
"I'll let someone else try it first
"before I buy it," said Annie
Miller as she loaded groceries
into her car outside a supermarket in Charlotte.

During irradiation, low-level
doses of gamma rays or electron
beam irradiation are administered to kill bacteria.
Irradiation is the only known
method to eliminate a potentially
deadly strain of E. coli in raw
meat. The technology can also
significantly reduce levels of listeria, salmonella and campylobacter bacteria.
Recently, contamination at a
meat processing plant in Michigan was linked to 11 deaths, and
listcria was the suspected culprit.
The USDA«rule on irradiation
will be published in the Federal
Register within 10 days, with a
60-day period after that for public comment.
Charles P. Schroeder, head of
the Cattlemen's Beef Association,
said: "It is not often that industry
eagerly awaits new government
regulations and guidelines, but
the use of this technology in the
beef industry will benefit both
beef producers and consumers"
by producing safer beef.
Brian Sansoni, a spokesman
for the Grocery Manufacturers of
America, added: "In the simplest
of terms, food irradiation will
save lives."
It remains to be seen whether
meatpackers will make widespread use of the technique.
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Italians protest court ruling
that rape impossible in jeans
The Associated Press

including a protest in Parliament on Thursday
by female lawmakers wearing jeans and carrying a sign saying: "Jeans: An Alibi for Rape."
The uproar continued today.
The female staff of a morning show on Italian
state radio showed up in jeans, one of several
such protests. The daily newspaper La Repubblica ran a front-page cartoon showing a jeansclad woman on a cross.
La Stampa, however, begged women in a
front-page, tongue-in-cheek editorial to abandon their protest and start wearing skirts again.
"I hope the unhappy ruling doesn't become a
reason to deny us one of the most beautiful of
natural spectacles on the earth...Your legs,
ladies."
Few, however, found anything amusing
about the ruling. The head of Parliament's equal
opportunities commission, Silvia Costa, today
called on the Justice Ministry to bar Tridico's
section of the court from handling sex crimes.
From as far away as Australia, outraged
women had something to say.
"It's not confined to Italy — it doesn't matter
what you wear, the woman will still unfortunately have to shoulder some of the blame for
rape, " said Lisa Thorpy of Australia's NSW
Rape Crisis Center.
Tridico, who spoke in an interview with
Associated Press Television News, said he
resented the criticism, which included some
harsh comments from his females colleagues on
the court.
"The jeans only further confirmed that proof
of violence was very dubious," he said.

None of the major food companies has stepped forward to
market irradiated products. Only
a few small retailers offer irradiated foods.

ROME — An Italian judge who ruled that
rape is impossible when a woman is wearing
tight jeans is defending the decision attacked
from all sides as sexist and dangerous.
"We have complete respect for women. We
are sensitive, very sensitive to the sexual problems that afflict women in society," Justice Gennaro Tridico said today.
Added the gray-haired justice: "I stand by
my actions and am ready to repeat them."
Tridico is one of 410 men on the 420-member
Court of Cassation, Italy's highest appeals court
in criminal cases.
He presided over the five-man panel that on
Wednesday overturned the conviction of a 45year-old driving instructor. The instructor had
been sentenced to two years and eight months
in prison for raping an 18-year-old student in
1992.
The ruling said that it is "common knowledge that it's nearly impossible to even partially remove jeans from a person without their
cooperation, since this operation is already very
difficult for the wearer."
The appeals court sent the case back for retrial, but the victim, now 24 and married, was
quoted today in the daily La Stampa as saying
she didn't think she could go through another
trial.
"I can't believe that this happened. 1 will
never believe in justice again," the woman,
identified only as Rosa, was quoted as saying.
The ruling provoked a firestorm of criticism,

"It's like pasteurization of
milk," said rancher Wallace
Schullhes, who raises cattle in
Utah. "At one time, people were
concerned it would be bad for
them. Look at the benefits of

Do you sometimes get the
feeling that nothing makes sense?

"We see irradiation as another
potential tool for enhancing food
safety. Ultimately, it will be up to
the consumer to determine
whether it's an acceptable practice," said Gary Mickelson,
spokesman for meatpacking
giant IBP Inc. of Dakota, Neb.
"First we need to see what the
rules are. After that, we may testmarket some ground beef."
The Food and Drug Administration ruled in 1997 that irradiation is safe for raw meat, and also
has approved irradiation for
years in poultry, pork, spices and
some raw produce.
But USDA regulates the processingand labeling of red meat,
so it had to write regulations to
guide how meat processors
incorporated the new technology
into the plants, how they used
different dosages and how they
labeled the resulting products.

that."

YOU CANT BEAT OUR FREE HEATH!

Find It In The
BG News!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Check out Mid Am Manor apartments at these great locations:
641 Third Street
702 Third Street
839 Fourth Street
Spacious 2 bedroom apartments. Close to campus.
Landlord pays all heat, water, sewer, and gas bills!

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

These apartments rent at $440/month. There are no deals like this in BG!
Inquire about our other rentals also ... Perfect for those with 3-4 roommates!
CHARLESTOWN APARTMENTS
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton

ASHDON APARTMENTS
850 Scott Hamilton

SCHMELTZ RENTALS
122 Frazee

CriU/or stop by our offices today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third Street, Suite 4, BG • 352-4380

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

OMMTWHT*

NFO Research. Inc.

'

NFO Research, Inc.

Market Research
Entry Level Professional (3)
NFO Research. Inc.. the largest US based custom market research firm and the third largest market
research organization worldwide, has three openings for entry level professionals in our Telephone Project
Management Department. NFO Research. Inc. is an exciting growing marketing information company
and the world's leading provider of insight into the opinions, attitudes and needs of consumers. We provide consumer insights to more than 400 leading corporations, including 45 of the Fortune 100 companies.
Our newly expanded operation center, located in Northwood, Ohio, offers a corporate environment within
a rural setting.
We are seeking two Operation Project Directors to join our team. This position is responsible for coordinating and managing market research projects through the field phase of execution.
The successful candidate for our Operation Project Directors will have:
•
A positive attitude with a desire to be part of the ever changing consumer research world
•
Strong analytical and decision making skills
•
Excellent communication, organization, and logic skills
Market Research experience a plus
•
Degree in related field OR experience in related field
•
Computer knowledge a plus
We are seeking one CATI Project Director to join our team. This position is responsible for designing and
writing computer programs utilizing internal software packages.

SANDPIPER BEACON

**A

PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA
FRONT DESK (850) 234-2154

www.sandpiperbeacon.com
17403 FRONT BEACH ROAD, PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 32413

RESERVATIONS 1-800-488-8828
%

The successful candidate for our CATI Project Director will have:
•
A positive attitude with a desire to be part of the ever changing consumer research world
•
Strong analytical and decision-making skills
•
Excellent communication, organization, and logic skills
•
Market Research experience a plus
•
Degree in related field OR experience in a related field
•
Technical orientation required
•
VAX experience a plus
NFO Research. Inc. offers a competitive salary and comprehensive benefit package including medical,
dental and vision plans. 401 (k). pension, profit sharing and tuition reimbursement.
If you are interested in an excellent career opportunity, please mail, fax or email your resume
NFO Research. Inc.
ATTN. Human Resources
PO Box 315
Toledo, Ohio 43697
FAX-419/481-8812
EMAIL-Jobs@NFOR.com
»;i-/-\ I-»
L I

No phone calls please *EOE

NrU HesearCH, IllC.
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Death row inmate wins ™
support from far away

case of Ken Richey, a death row inmate, has
| garnered media attention as Ohio's first ejqpijixtioni
! since 1963 (of convicted murderer Wilford Berry) is j
'sceduled for Friday.

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS — Ken Richey
sits by himself but not alone in
his cell on Ohio's death row.
That's because thousands of
supporters all over the world
believe this man from Scotland
has been wrongly sentenced to
die for starting a fire that killed a
2-year-old girl.
While his case has generated
limited interest in Ohio, his
name is a familiar one in Britain.
Filmmakers have produced two
documentaries that question his
guilt. British and Scottish citizens
and politicians have written
thousands of letters, saying he's
wrongly imprisoned.
There are Internet sites to convince others of his innocence.
The attention being given to
Richey, though, is unusual. There
are 191 people on Ohio's death
row, mostly at the Mansfield
Correctional Institution. Only
Wilford Berry, the inmate who
has volunteered to be executed,
has received as much notice.
Berry's scheduled execution Friday would be Ohio's first since
1963.

i"

Just a few issues seem able to
energize people to rally behind
inmates waiting to be executed.
They include the youthfulness of
the inmate when the crime was
committed, mental instability or
retardation, religious commitmenl and nationality.
The movement behind the
Kenneth Richey Campaign For
Justice began in his native land
long after he was convicted of
burning an apartment in 1986 in
Columbus Grove.
Richey had moved to the
northwest Ohio village to be
near his family and look for
work.

:

"He was on death row six
years before anybody here in
Scotland knew about him," said
Karen Torley, coordinator of the
campaign to free Richey. "It's
unusual because we don't have
the death penalty."
She first learned about Richey,
now 36, by watching a documentary that explained how he
angrily threatened to set fire to
his girlfriend's apartment. Witnesses told authorities he had
said he would "torch the place."
His girlfriend escaped the
flames but a child, Cynthia
Collins, was trapped in another
apartment and died.
The documentary questioned
whether authorities thoroughly
investigated the fire and whether
Richey's lawyer failed to present
all of the evidence. It cited the
prosecutor's claim that Richey,
who was wearing a cast on his
hand, climbed a tool shed and a
balcony on the night of the fire
while carrying cans of gas and
paint thinner.
But Ms. Torley still didn't buy
Richey's story.
"I didn't like him at first. I
thought he was arrogant," she
said from her home in Glasgow,
Scotland. "A lol of people were
skeptical because everyone says
they're innocent."
There were plenty of reasons
not to believe his story. He was
considered a troublemaker and a
playboy. He was irresponsible
and twice attempted suicide.
But later after learning more
about the case, Ms. Torley got
involved.
"It became very apparent that
something was very wrong and
nobody was listening," she said.
They are now.
There have been offers to help

pay his legal bills. And hundreds
of Scottish citizens have flooded
news organizations and government offices with letters asking
anyone who will listen to investigate Richey's case.
Whether this death row campaign will have any success is
debatable.
Victor Streib, dean of the law
school at Ohio Northern University, has been involved in highprofile cases involving death row
prisoners. Creating publicity for
a case rarely results in it being
overturned, he said.
In fact, he has found that the
media attention is usually a
problem because it's harder to
focus on facts "when you've got
minicams in your face and people are screaming at you."
Deborah Denno, a Fordham
University law professor and an
expert on the death penalty, said
the reason most prisoners who
are sentenced to die don't generate a great deal of support is their
background.
"Most are poor black males
who aren't able to garner the
resources or bodies to protest,"
she said. "It's why international
cases gain more interest."
Richey is fair-haired and photogenic.
Ken
Parsigian,
Richey's
lawyer, doesn't expect the publicity to impact his client's current appeal pending in U.S. District Court in Cleveland.
"It's not going to make a difference to a federal judge," he
said. Richey's appeals have been
exhausted at the state level, and
the case now is in federal court
where his lawyers hope Ihey can
get a new trial.
But if the case comes down to
waiting for a clemency decision

What prosecutors in the Richey case say;
- Witnesses told Investigators that Richey said
Jhe night of the fire he was going to burn' down
; apartment building. Richey was drinking
iVily at a parry that night and was upset that
his former, girlfriend was with another man.
Tests showed that-gas and paint thinner were
oh the carpet in the apartment where the fire,
started.
— Richey admitted to breaking into, a greenhouse on the night of the fire to steal two plants
for his neighbors. They say he took gasoline and
paint thinner stored in the greenhouse and settne
fire.

Source: The Associated Press

"I think it gives a boost to
Kenny. It matters to him and
makes him feel better," Parsigian
said. "It provides some satisfaction to know that others are hearing your case."

said Chief Legal Counsel
William Klatt probably will call
the couple Tuesday. That is the
same day Taft is scheduled to
meet with 15 state legislators
who want him to spare Berry's
life.

— There was no way Richey, who had a cast on
his hand and was drunk, could climb a tool shed
and get onto a balcony while carrying gas and
paint thinner canisters without spilling it. Tests
showed no traces of the accelerant on his clothes
or shoes.
— Prosecutors say Richey turned off a smoke
detector hi the apartment where the fire began.
But a neighbor claimed she saw Hope Collins, the
woman who lived in the apartment, disconnect the
smoke detector prior to cooking dinner that night.
— The manager of the apartment complex told a
reporter that a few weeks before the fire she gave
Ms. Collins paint and thinner to repair a wall. She
said Ms. Collins came to see her later and said her
daughter had knocked the paint and thinner all
over the living room floor. They say this explains
why the accelerants were found on the carpet.

from the governor, Richey's supporters have the potential to stop
his execution, Parsigian said.
"If there's a public outcry, that
may make a difference," he said.
And there's another way the
support is helping Richey's

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS — Gov. Bob Taft
is being flooded by requests
from lawmakers, religious leaders and the public to stop Friday's execution of Wilford Berry.
The relatives of the Cleveland
man killed by Berry, however,
are urging the governor not to be
swayed.
Taft's office has received nearly 3,000 letters and more than
700 phone calls requesting
clemency for Berry, 36, who was
convicted of killing baker
Charles Mitroff during a 1989
robbery. The most prominent
plea came from Pope John Paul
II.
Taft's office had received 70
letters and 49 calls last week
favoring
execution,
which
would be the first in Ohio since
1963.
One of those calls came from
Eleanor and Richard Bowler of
Garfield Heights. Mrs. Bowler is
Mitroff's sister. The Bowlers
called Friday after they became
upset with a Cleveland-area
radio program.
"A woman was saying it was
unfair to execute him because he
was a proven schizophrenic,"
Bowler said. "I would just like to
explain to (the governor) that not
everybody is bleeding for Wilford Berry."
Taft spokesman Scott Milbum

What Richey's supporters say:

,

Taft
receiving
execution
pleas

#?*?#!*? t!tft?t?t!t?tft?t?t?t?^^
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HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE
FINANCIAL FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, TIAA-CREF HAS
THE PERFECT RESUME.
\ \ /ith 80 years of leadership experience in our field, TIAA-CREF is
T T eminently qualified to help you build a comfortable, worry-free
retirement.
Our references are equally impeccable—today, two million of the best
minds in America trust us with their retirement plans, turn to us for
mutual funds and their insurance needs.
Allow us to review our qualifications.
Superior strength
With $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest retirement
organization —and among the most solid. TIAA is one of only a handful
of companies to have earned top ratings for financial strength, and CREF
is one of Wall Street's largest investors.1
Solid, long-term performance
We seek out long-term opportunities that other companies, in pursuit of
quick gains, often miss. Though past performance can't guarantee future
results, this patient philosophy has proven extremely rewarding.

Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among the lowest in the insurance and
mutual fund industries.2 Therefore, more of your money goes where it
should —towards ensuring your future.
Easy diversification
We offer a wide variety of expertly managed investment options to help
build your assets. With stock, bond, money market, and real estate
accounts to choose from — as well as a guaranteed annuity—TIAA-CREF
makes diversification easy.
Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes us from every other retirement
company. In a recent nationwide survey of retirement plans, TIAA-CREF
was voted number one in participant satisfaction.3
If you work in education, research, or related fields, why not put
TIAA-CREF's experience to work for you? To find out more, visit our
website at www.tiaa-cref.org or call us at 1 877 ARP-OHIO.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.9
'A.. (Superior), A.M. Ben CO.: AAA, Duff 4 Ptielp* AM. Moodyi Invenon Service.: AAA. Sundard and Poori lor lability, sound investment., cUim.-p.ying ability. «nd over.ll financial Mrenglh. Thew ruing, of TIAA u «n in.ur.nce company do not .poly lo CREF or the
TIAA Real tiutc Account. 'JVUBWdPtorilinoKatiq Aiulpi,. 1998; Upper Analytical Service.. Inc.. Lipfir-Dvttlm AutytiallDili. 1996 (Quarterly). 'DALBAR. Inc.. 1997Dtfuiti Cmtntalu* Exatttnt, Ralmp. For more complete information, including charge, and
expeniei. nil 1 800 842-2733. extemion 5509. for CREF and TIAA Real EiUte Account pro.pectuM.. Read tKem au-etully before you inven or Knd money. TIAA-CREF Individual and Inrtilurional Service., Inc., diitribute. CREF certificate, and inKrett. In the TIAA
1W8
Real Ealate Account.
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Not Just A

"My team members at
Meijer are a second family
to me. But, I know Meijer
also understands the
importance of my family
at home."

Tom
Riddle
learned
about life
at Meijer
firsthand.
Starting off
as a bagger,
he worked
his way up to
Vice President of
Human Resource
Communications/
Services at Meijer, Inc.
It's a position he's proud to holdand one that provides him with time and benefits for his family.
We at Meijer are sensitive to the needs of our employees, and have a
history of promoting from within. Most of our company officers and team
leaders started off in entry-level areas of our stores. We also offer a wide
variety of highly competitive benefits, including:
Competitive Wages
Educational Leave
Discount Days
Flexible Schedules

Health Coverage
(full- or part-time)
Paid Time Off
Retirement Plan

Paid Training
Job Diversity
Opportunities for
Promotion From Within

Joining the Meijer team is a great opportunity with a great
company. We currently have openings in: Service, Cashier
and Baggers, Food Service, Restaurant, Sub Shop, Deli,
Bakery, Marking & Receiving, Cosmetics/Jewelry and
Pet/Garden and Floral; so stop in and apply today. You, like
Tom Riddle.will be glad you did.
Stop in today
for an immediate
interview at our
Bowling Green,
Ohio store
1-75 (Exit 181)
& E. Wooster.

Monday - Friday,
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

MEIIER

Providing Equal Opportunity ^m to a Diverse Workforce®

Visit Meijer on the internet! http://www.meijer.com
TDD 616-453-3499 (hearing impaired)

At Meijer

Ifiake A Life
Not Just A Living
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POLICE
Continued from page one.
chance to leam about and fire
weapons that are used by the
officers.
This is usually one of the students' favorite parts. Sophomore
Greg Meyer especially enjoyed
the firearms.
"I really liked going to the
shooting range," he said. "I also

like the self-defense class
because we got a chance to use
what we learned."
Meyer decided to take the
class because he is a criminal justice major.
"1 heard about the class and 1
was not really sure about my
major so I decided to take it," he
said. "It was better than I could

have ever expected. I definitely
want to go into law enforcement
after taking the class."
The class is not only for people interested in becoming
involved in law enforcement.
Senior telecommunications
major Justin Taylor decided to
take the class because he was
interested in learning about

police work.
"I don't want to be a cop or
anything," Taylor said. "Some of
my friends took the course and
really enjoyed it so I decided to
give it a chance. It was a great
experience. The officers were
really friendly and I really liked
the self defense and the use-offorce classes."

Chief Votata said the class was
established for students and citizens to have the opportunity to
learn about their police department.
"A lot of people have criticisms about the police department," Votata said. "The class is
available to educate. That way
people can have their criticisms
but they will be based on knowl-

edge."
To register for the class, call
the Bowling Green Police
Department. Chief Votata suggests doing so as soon as possible.
"If people want to take the
class I suggest they act fast," he
said. "We only take a certain
number of people and the class
fills up fast."

then," Herod said. "Nothing has
ever come easy for any group
that has been oppressed."
Benton said this production is
important because it celebrates
another part of the AfricanAmerican struggle that is less
heard about.
"It does not only celebrate
black Americans, but Americans
in general, because it celebrates
one of the American dreams of
having ownership," she said.
Singh believes African-American history is part of American
history.

"It is not something that can
be separated," she said. In order
to have "African-American history," there have to be certain
social conditions in America.
These include slavery, slaves
being freed and trying to make a
living in America, and laws
being passed which forbid
blacks from voting and property
ownership. All history is
wrapped up together.
"There is a tendency to separate as we look for great figures
to celebrate, but its really nothing more" than a part of the

country's history, Singh said. •
In closing, Singh's goal is to
try to engage and speak to the
University community by having diverse and multiple-generation casting. The cast includes a
staff member, a freshman, a
junior and two seniors.
"This is live theater; by being
performed on campus it brings
closer the individual who watching," she said. "This is not something that is made in Hollywood."
She believes that it is important for individuals to view the

play because there is something
to learn about history. The play is
fiction but it does have some
essence.
Furthermore, in the lobby,
various students and organizations will have displays posted.
The displays will be comprised
of student art, responses from
the cast, historic information,
and information about domestic
violence.
Additionally, after each play
there will be a reception in the
Women's Center and there will
be "talk back." This will give stu-

dents and faculty members a
chance to have refreshments, talk
with the actors and discuss how
the play has affected them —
especially, Singh said, emphasizing the issue, "Why can't we get
along?"
"Flyin' West" will be featured
in Eve Marie Saint theater Feb.
17- 20 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 21 at 2
p.m. Tickets are $7 for adults and
$5 for University students and
senior citizens.

WEST
Continued from page one.
to stick together," she said.
This production is one of the
ways the University is celebrating Black History Month. Cast
members believe the play is
important to the celebration of
Black History Month for varying
reasons.
"Though the outcome is not
the ideal answer for everyone,
the entire story gives a good
example of what forging new
territory must have been like

IMPEACHMENT—
Continued from page one.
doing any wrong. His anger may get
in the way of congressional
progress."
Jamie Peters, a sophomore
accounting and MIS major, agreed.
"Anything that Clinton tries to do.
Congress won't take it because of the
whole impeachment trial," she said.
Anderson added that although the
trial will hamper political progress,
the government system will not
break down.
After Watergate, there was a point
where it looked like the government
could break down, yet after a while
things got back to normal, he said.
He believes by the presidential election in 2000, the majority of Americans will have forgotten about the
trial.
"Polls only reflect what people feel
today," he said. "The American people don't have a memory after two
years. There is no telling what people
will think in the future."

MEMORIES

"Republicans will want to get back at Clinton
and for the rest of the term nothing productive
will happen,"
Aimie Dunaway
a junior child and family development major.

Many students concurred with
Anderson and said the impeachment
trial will not play a role in the next
election. Many said they will vote for
the best candidate come election
time. They also said their vote will
depend on who is running and will
have nothing to do with the impeachment trial.
"No one really cared about this
trial," said Annalisa Hyer, a freshman
early education major. "1 think people will vote based on who is running."
Other students disagree, and
believe the Republicans will pay for
the trial in the 2000 election.
"I actually think the Republicans
are going to lose their House seats,"

ft!tmM«Mt?tW*f«?*!«!*Wt?

said Dan Rose, a senior education
major. "They look like the bad guys
now." ■
Another student said the Republicans are going to be uncooperative
for the rest of the term because of
hard feelings toward the President.
"Republicans will want to get back
at Clinton and for the rest of the term
nothing productive will happen,"
said Aimie Dunaway. a junior child
and family development major.
Another concern was that Clinton
should nol have been acquitted and
should have been removed from
office. Hyer said the American people knew it was wrong, yet they
decided to ignore it.
"We know what he did was

wrong," she said. "But we just
pushed it to the side and ignored it."
Anderson agrees, and suspects
that people may "turn sour" now
that Clinton will go unpunished.
Rose said he does not blame the
Republicans for pushing for the trial
and that it was the right thing to do.
"I believe in what the Republicans
did, yet I find it unfortunate that no
one understands what this case was
all about," he said.
Despite the turmoil the trial has
caused, Anderson said he is not
ready to make any predictions about
the future, but he does believe future
impeachment trials will be less historic.
"If you have an impeachment trial,
the next time doesn't seem so awesome," Anderson said. "This wasn't
on sucli a monumental issue, so they
may lose their signiticance."

Continued from page one. defend his deception.
Some considered quilting but stayed, mostly out of fidelity to the president's agenda. Or loyalty to the first lady.
The President recently acknowledged it had been
a strain but said, "I think we've come through the
worst."
For many people, it will take a long time to overcome the awful consequences of Clinton's misbehavior.
One While House official who left described the
legal bills as "brutal." Not just for senior staff, either
— assistants, associates, friends outside the White
House were subpoenaed as well.
The official, speaking on condition of anonymity,
said there are mixed emotions among the staff.
"There are those who are deeply distressed," the
official said. "There are those who are a little disillusioned and hurt. There are also those who are the
steadfast supporters and are deep believers in his
agenda and what he is trying to do for the country.
They see that with greatness can sometimes come
weaknesses."

YOU'VE EARNED IT
VILLAGE GREEJV
APARTMENTS

for any siladliun rind
• SUFBMOB WOKKMAXSHIP
FAST IHilIVFUY
IIFFTIMF WAMLWrV

"The Best Entertainment Value in Town!"
Bowling Green State University Theatre Pass
Visses on Sale

Rec Room, Pool, and Courtesy Guard

Half Price
Gel into ihe swing of things with BGSU Theatre Pass! The Theatre Pass provides its
owner with admission to all tva Marie Saint and Joe t. Brown Theatte productions
during the spting semester theatre season. The pass will let you see:
FlymWnl
A Thorn in Her Heart
Happy BtrtheUy!
(Yeu Pace OUV'reeH
and huh Annie
Swriny TatU The Demi
Barber ufFUet Street

FAST POE

z
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Feb. 17-20 (8pm) & Feb. 21 (2pm)
April 7-10 (8pm) (V April 11 (2pm)
April
April
April
April

or
D
1

£
o

16-17 (7 30pm) St
18 12pm)
21-24 (8prs)
25 (2pm)

Puses can be ordered oi purchased in (he BCSU Theailc Box Office (2nd Floor. U:
Bowling Gieen Slaic Univeiiiry. Bowling Green, OH 43403-0236
Phone Order.: (419) 372.2719
Open. Monday. February »lh
(Hours lOanvJpm 6: 4pm-7pm)
Adulli: $ 14 00
Students!Seniar Citant: $ 10 00
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SCOTT HAMILTON DR

LEHMAN
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NAftVrON ftoAD

No* t Leasing

2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 1999

jm*-

2 bedroom summer only
limited available

Order your pass today! Take advantage of this savings!

9 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

GREENBRIAR, INC.
EAST MERRY AVENUE APARTMENTS - 516 and 522
E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom, 2 baths, furnishea. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.
FIELD MANOR APARMENTS - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542
and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms, 2baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS - 818 Thurstin, 624,
670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers and garbage disposals.

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Representative available February 15th-18th
1 lam-4pm at the University Bookstore

■■nodi

BGS FINEST

BOYNE MOUNTAIN
^ SKI TRIP ^
BamrgUSfl

BcimeUSfl

FOX RUN APARTMENTS
. '..' o

When: February 20-21ST
Time: 5AM - 10PM
Cost: $31 Bursarable (Includes Transportaion
and Hotel Room) $69 For Lift Ticket In
Cash/Credit Card
HOW: Sign Up In The UAO Office By
Wednesday. Feb. 17. 1999 (330 Union)
QUESTIONS? Contact Mike Ngim At The UAO
Office 372-2343 Or NGIM@BGNET

• 2 large bedrooms,
furnished/unfurnished
• washer and dryer
• dishwasher and microwave
• walk-in closets, extra storage
• central air
■ utilities-1/2 the cost ol
other buildings

Open Saturday 10-2

Clough

X Fox Run
McOonalQs

Pizza I
I Hill 1

aa

2

E Wooster

CAMPUS

05

"CaU-We'll meet you there."

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple

352-9378

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
No Parental Guarantees
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KOSOVO
Continued from page four.

\

ma.
*| Albright, meanwhile, said she
sought to convince the Serbs lh.it
$eace in Kosovo could lead to
^he unhappy province's rcinle
^ration with Yugoslavia, but
Serb sources described her meeting with Milutinovic as "tense

and embarrassing."
The three-year plan lor Kosovo is designed to end the lighting, compel Serbia to withdraw
most of its troops from Kosovo
and set up elections to clear the
way for the ethnic Albanians,
who are 90 percent of the
province's 2 million people, to
run their own lives.

A NATO peacekeeping force
of 25,000 troops, including about
4,000 Americans, would take
charge ol collecting weapons and
storing them while keeping the
two sides apart MI the election
could proceed in a secure environment.
President Clinton's decision to
contribute U.S. ground forces

drew fire again from members of
Congress in the U.S. television
news shows.
Sen. Don Nickles, R-Okla.,
saw "a real potential for problems." Speaking on ABC's "This
Week," Nichols said: "We don't
want our military to be a Peace
Corps with M-16s."
On NBC's "Meet the Press,"

Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., said
he would support American
intervention, but "with great
reluctance." McCain, a Republican presidential aspirant, said he
is troubled that "we were not
told the Iryth" when U.S. troops
were sent to Bosnia for a year to
help enforce a 1995 settlement in
the former Yugoslav republic.

They're still there.
Rep. John Kasich, R-Ohio.
who is filing his papers Mondav
to become a GOP candidate, said
on NBC that "the question is, 'By
our getting in, what will we
solve?' We don't know that. ...
We may end up having to engage
in fighting ourselves in that part
of the world."

Newspaper union
ratifies contract
The Associated Press
DETROIT — Members of one
of the six union locals that struck
the city's daily newspapers for
19 months approved a contract
agreement on Sunday.
The deal covers 98 members
of International Typographers
Union Local 18, said Shawn
Ellis, spokesman for the Metropolitan Council of Newspaper
Unions.
The agreement is the first
reached between the newspapers and one of the formerly
striking unions since the walkout which began in 1995. Members of the local create ads and
prepare advertising and news
materials for publication.
Susie Ellwood, vice president
of market development for

Detroit Newspapers Inc., said
the contract is a 10-year agreement that includes an increase in
pension contributions, a contractual four-day work week, a 5
percent increase in midnight
shift premium and a 19.5 percent
increase in wages over the terms
of the contract, or 2 percent a
year.
Six union locals representing
about 2,500 workers walked out
in July 1995 against the Detroit
Free Press, The Detroit News
and Detroit Newspapers, which
runs the papers' business and
production operations under a
joint operating agreement.
The unions made an unconditional offer to return to their jobs
and end the walkout Feb. 14,
1997. The newspapers accepted
the offer five days later.

After impeachment,
Starr still not done
The Associated Press

Associated Press Photo
Elderly Ethnic Albanians pass by police on a routine patrol in Yougoslavia. No clashes were reported Sunda, even though a
bomb ripped through a government-owned bank Saturday morning.

Bomb injures at least 9 in Kosovo
The Associated Press
UROSEVAC, Yugoslavia —
A rare daytime bombing injured
at least nine people Saturday
outside a government-owned
bank in Kosovo, where violence
persisted despite week-old
peace talks in France.
As many as 20 shops were
damaged in the afternoon blast
just outside the Jugobanka bank
in Urosevac, 25 miles south of
the provincial capital, Prislina.
The bank entrance was charred
and windows on nearby shops
were shattered.
The bomb was "huge," with
an explosive power perhaps
equivalent to that of an antitank mine, said Jorgen Grunnet,
spokesman for the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in
Europe. OSCE bomb experts
said it caused damage lor 100
yards around.
The OSCE said nine were
injured, and the ethnic Albanians' Kosovo Information Center
said at least seven of the victims
were ethnic Albanians.
The bank was closed and
empty at the time, according to
the Serb Media Center, which is

close to government authorities.
In the absence of any claim of
responsibility, each side in warring Kosovo blamed each other
for the blast.
The ethnicity of the victims
was proof enough that the
bombing was the act of Serb
security forces, claimed Xemail
Mustafa, spokesman for Kosovo
Albanian
political
leader
Ibrahim Rugova.
The province's ranking Serb
official, Zoran Andjelkovic,
blamed Kosovo Albanians, saying the bomb "synchronized
with the behavior of the Albanian delegation in Rambouillel."
He put the number of injured at
13.
More than 2,000 people have
been killed and hundreds of
thousands have been driven
from their homes after more
than a year of violence in Kosovo. The ethnic Albanian majority favors independence (or the
province in southern Serbia, the
dominant Yugoslav republic.
Bombings have become
increasingly frequent during the
winter truce in Kosovo, with
Serb or ethnic Albanian cafes

often the targets. Three ethnic
Albanians were killed in an
explosion in Pristina Feb. 6, the
day peace talks opened in

France
But the Urosevac explosion
was the first in recent memory
in Kosovo to occur in daylight
hours.
Serbian and ethnic Albanian
negotiators in France have so
lar tailed to produce any iisible
progress in resolving the 11month conflict, with the Serbs
and foreign mediators trading
blame lor holding up the talks
President Clinton announced
Saturday that the United States
would contribute nearly 4,000
troops to a NATO peacekeeping
(orce to be dcploved in Kosovo
it the two sides reach a settlement.
Meanwhile, the rebel Kosovci
Liberation Army released eight
ethnic Albanians reportedh
suspected ot working lor Serb
police. The eight, detained
Thursday, were freed late Inday
night,
said
OSCE
spokesman Jorgen Grunnet.
The detentions reflected the
continuing friction between the

rebels and other Kosovo Albanians thought to be loyal to Serb
authorities in Kosovo or
opposed to the goal ol independence
Serbian stale television aired
an mierv iew with a man identified as a brother of two of those
detained. Hisen Oluri said his
brothers, Mehmet and Rexhep,
were arrested because they recognize Kosovo as part of Serbia.
He said the KLA killed his
youngest brother lour months
ago lor a similar reason.
I le and his brothers, he maintamed, have tried to stay neutral.
"Everything I do I do honestly, and I accept this state where I
was born," he said. "Mehmet
onlj looked after his family,
which he could barely keep
led."
There were no reports of new
shootouts in the province Saturday The previous day, in the
first reported clash since peace
talks opened, the Serb Media
Center said a guerrilla was
killed and two policemen
wounded after the rebels fired
on a police patrol near Glogovac
in central Kosovo.

WASHINGTON — Impeachment is over, but Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr is not finished. There are presidential
friends to be tried, a leaks case to
resolve and a momentous decision: whether to indict President
Clinton.
And when all that is done,
Starr will have to tie together in
a single report an investigation
that has covered everything
from Vincent Foster's suicide
and the Whitewater land deal to
the FBI files matter and, of
course, the Monica Lewinsky
saga.
It remains a mystery just
when the prosecutor will end an
investigation that Americans
long since have tired of.
"Is Starr running an investigation that will continue into
perpetuity or is there a strategy
here for an end-game?" former
Iran-Contra prosecutor Craig
Gillen asked. "If it's in perpetuity, that's an unacceptable scenario given eroding public confidence."
There are complications for
Starr.
He not only is investigating,
but also being investigated. A
federal judge is trying to determine if his office violated grand
jury secrecy laws, and the Justice
Department informed him last
month it intends to investigate
his handling of the Lewinsky
case.
"This could turn into a
Dunkirk situation with no ships
on the horizon to rescue the
troops in Starr's office," said
Gillen, who helped close out
Lawrence Walsh's six-year IranContra criminal probe.

Some of Starr's deputies have
begun to think about work elsewhere. Still, his office has vowed
to press ahead.
The biggest decision for Starr
is whether to indict Clinton for
perjury in the Paula Jones case
and before Starr's grand jury
and for obstruction of justice in
the Lewinsky case. The Senate
on Friday refused to convict
Clinton on charges of perjury
and obstruction.
Legal sources say the prosecutor concluded some time ago
he could indict a sitting president. With impeachment at an
end, the question now is
whether Starr will seek a grand
jury indictment before Clinton
leaves office, wait until his term
ends or drop the case.
He got some unsolicited
advice Friday from the man who
led the prosecution of Clinton's
case before the Senate and lost.
"I think for the good of the country, probably forget it," said
House Judiciary Committee
chairman Henry Hyde.
First up, however, is the
obstruction case against the
Clintons" former Whitewater
business partner, Susan McDougal, who goes on trial March 8 in
Little Rock, Ark., for refusing to
cooperate with Starr's investigation.
The prosecutor have wanted
to know from Mrs. McDougal
whether the president had a connection to a fraudulent $300,000
loan that she never repaid. Clinton has testified he knew nothing about the transaction.
Starr also has two prosecutions pending against long-time
presidential buddy Webster
Hubbell, who has pleaded innocent.

Study shows Native Americans more likely to be victims, incarcerated
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — American
Indians are more than tw Ice as
likely as others to become victims of violent crime, the Justice
Department reported Sunday in
its first comprehensive analysis
of Indians and crime.
The study by the Bureau of
Justice Statistics also found that
on any given day one in 25 Indian adults is either incarcerated or
on parole or probation. And
reports of child abuse have
soared among Indians in recent
years, even as that problem
seemed to ease elsewhere in the
population.
"People need to know howdesperate it is," said Kathleen
Bliss, a federal prosecutor in

New Mexico. "Violent crime in
Indian country is increasing
while it goes down nationally."
Indians suffer 124 violent
crimes — murders, assaults, robberies and rapes — for every
100,000 population. That's double the violent crime rale for
blacks and 2 1/2 half times the
national average of 50.
The murder rate among Indians is no higher than for whites,
and only a fifth as high as among
blacks. But Indians are twice as
likely as blacks and three times
more likely than whites to be victims of rape or aggravated
assault.
Family violence overall is no
bigger problem among Indians
than it is in the rest of the popu-

lation, the study found.
But Indian children are more
likely to be abused than those ol
any other ethnic group. Reports
of child abuse and neglecl
among Indians jumped 18 percent between 1992 and 1995 as
the national rate was tailing by 8
percent. The study offered no
explanation for the increase, but
law-enforcement officials said it
could be due to better reporting.
An estimated 63,000 Indians,
or 4 percent of the adult population, are jailed or otherwise
under control of the criminal justice system on an average day.
That compares to 2 percent of
whites and 10 percent of blacks.
The study, based on surveys
and crime records, couldn't dis-

tinguish between Indians who
live in cities and those on reservations, nor did it track year-tovear trends in the crime rate.
Three-fourths of the 2 million
Indians nationwide live on reservations, and many of the rest are
concentrated in urban areas such
as Denver, Minneapolis and
Phoenix. Law-enforcement officials believe that crime among
Indians has been on the rise in
recent years, driven partly by a
proliferation of youth gangs.
"There are so many reasons"
for the crime, said Robert Thunder, a Minneapolis police officer
who works with Indian gangs
both in the city and on reservations. "The home life could be
one, the peer pressure, their
environments."

In 1997, a study by federal
law-enforcement officials and
tribal leaders declared a "public
safety crisis" on the nation's
reservations and proposed to
double the size of their police
forces.
At the Clinton administration's
request,
Congress
increased spending on Indian
law enforcement by more than 80
percent, or $108 million, to pay
for new jails, patrol cars and up
to 1,000 additional officers. The
administration has asked for
another $145 million increase in
2000.
"Resources are never the complete answer, but they certainly
would help in Indian country,"
said Frank Pommersheim, a University of South Dakota law pro-

fessor who serves as an appellate
judge for some Sioux tribes.
"Playing catch-up is going to
take a while," said Ted Quasula,
director of law enforcement for
the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The 1997 study said there
were 1,600 B1A and tribal officers
patrolling 56 million acres of
Indian land. That's 1.3 officers
for every 1,000 residents, compared with 2.9 police officers per
1,000 residents in non-Indian
rural communities.
On the Navajo reservation,
fewer than one officer is on duty
per 1,000 residents, and a single
police officer typically must
patrol an average 10,000 square
miles by himself.
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BG hosts All-Ohio championships
Sickly men fall
to back of pack

Women
lose title
to Akron
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
The Falcon women's indoor
track team led for most of the
All-Ohio championships Saturday at the Perry Field House.
But with just two events remaining, Akron took the lead 125124.
Following three fouls by
Bowling Green's top shot-putter
and a disappointing fifth-place
finish in the 1,600-meter relay,
Akron held onto the top spot,
finishing with 137 points. BG
and Kent settled for a second
place tie with 129. The six other
teams in the field were led by
Ohio who had 60.
"We had some bad luck," BG
coach Steve Price said. "So we
got beat, but it was a really good
meet. Akron deserves a lot of
credit. They did a tremendous
job."
The Zips won four of the 16
events, also taking 16 other topfive finishes. The pole vault,
won by Akron's Jeanine
Thomas, also included Zips
Karen Beasley and Keelie Har-

BG News Photo/ MATT MILLER

BG high jumper Eric Browning soars over the pole during the All-Ohio championships at the
Perry Field House In Bowling Green. Browning won the event with a height of 6 feet 9 inches.
vey taking third and fourth
respectively.
BG managed to take first in
five events, but it was Akron's
depth that won in the end. The
most significant wins for the
Falcons came from Lisa Keegan
in the 20-pound weight throw,
Hanane Sabri in the 800-meter
run and Huina Han in the triple
jump.
Keegan continues to rewrite
the BG record book in the
weight throw. For the third con-

secutive week, she surpassed
the school record, shattering her
own mark of 55 feet 2 inches
with a throw of 57 feet 7 1/2
inches.
Sabri achieved one goal for
which she had been striving.
Her time of 2:09.12 proved good
enough to provisionally qualify
her for the NCAA meet. The
provisional standard is 2:09.50.
Price is glad to have AilAmerican Han back from a knee
injury. Han showed why she is

All-American by winning the
triple jump on a still-sore right
knee with a leap of 40 feet 1 1 /4
inches. She also competed in the
long jump.
"1 got second in the long
jump, but 1 fouled two times,"
Han said. "If not, maybe 1
could've jumped better and
won. My knee is still sore. It still
bothers me but maybe before
the MAC (Mid-American Con-

• See SECOND, page twelve.

run. The Falcons took the third
and fourth place spots in both
By MATT STEINER
events.
The BG News
Mike Baxter took fourth in
the pole vault, clearing 15 feet 9,
Illness continues to plague
inches. Teammate Brian Smith
the Bowling Green men's track
team. Saturday, the sickness was captured third with a vault of 1$
feet 3 inches.
joined by injuries as the Falcons
Rob Glatz and Dan Flaute
finished fourth at the All-Ohio
took third and fourth respectiveChampionships at the Perry
ly in the 5,000. Glatz finished in
Fieldhouse.
a time of 15:20.81, while Flaute ■
"For the most part I felt the
ran the race in 15:34.20.
guys that competed, competed
Alex Moser continued to
well," BG coach Sterling Martin
throw well for the Falcons, scorsaid. "I'm disappointed that we
ing points in both the shot-put .
finished fourth. This is a meet
that we should be competing for and 35-pound throw. Despite a '.
fifth-place finish in the weight
second and not settling for
throw, for the second consecufourth. Right now we have got
tive week, Moser set a season
too many guys banged up and
personal best in the event with a
not even able to take the track."
toss of 55 feet 4 3/4 inches.
Kent won the meet, tallying
The Golden Flashes won
168 points. Akron and Toledo
despite illnesses of their own.
finished ahead of BG with 123
Kent coach Steve Rainbolt said
and 100 points respectively. The
that a flu epidemic has plagued
Falcons ended the day with 79
their school for the last couple
points.
of weeks.
BG was able to muster two
victories despite its problems. In
"We had a very strong team
the distance medley relay, the
effort despite a lot of guys being
Brown and Orange defeated the
sick," Rainbolt said. "I'm
competition with a time of
encouraged that we won the
10:36.50. Eric Browning was the
Falcon's only individual winner, men's meet. I expected a win.
We feel that we are in position
taking first in the high jump
with a jump of 6 feet 9 inches.
to take second in the MAC
BG also finished strong in the
• See SICK, page twelve.
pole vault and the 5,000-meter

Falcons dominate Buffalo
Victory qualifies BG for MAC tournament
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News
Saturday, the Bowling Green
men's basketball team had to beat
the worst team in the Mid-American
Conference to earn a spot in the conference playoff tournament.
The result was an easy 84-61 win
over Buffalo for BG, who advanced
in the MAC tournament for the first
time in two years.
The Falcons are 15-8 overall and
10-5 in league play, while the Bulls
(4-22, 0-15 MAC) continue their
inaugural tour of the league.
With three crucial games remaining until the playoffs, BG knew it
had to beat a team which hadn't
won since late last year.
"It was a game we had to win,"
DeMar Moore said. "Every game is
like a championship game for us
from here on out. (We've) got to
play our style of basketball every
game."
BG freshman guard Keith

McLeod led the Falcons with 23
points, hitting 8 of 15 shots from the
floor. McLeod provided a big boost
in the second half, connecting on 6
of 7 shots.
Up 32-20 at the half, the Falcons
made a 14-7 run to push the lead to
19 points (see related story). From
there, BG continued to outscore the
Bulls with a barrage of 3-point
shots, layups and easy high-percentage jumpers.
And the Falcons did it without
two of their veteran players, Anthony Stacey and Dave Esterkamp. BG
coach Dan Dakich challenged his
team at the half to win the game
without Stacey and Esterkamp.
"At halftime Stacey was feeling
ill and somebody needed to step
up," McLeod said. "I stepped up,
DeMar (Moore) stepped up, everybody stepped up their game."
Stacey had an inner ear problem
that was causing him dizziness,
while Esterkamp re-injured his
sprained ankle.

"It was a game we had to win. Every game is
like a championship game for wsfrom here on
out. (We've) got to play our style of basketball
every game.
DeMar Moore
Senior men's basketball point guard

"I knew he (Stacey) wanted out,"
Dakich said. "And Stacey never
wants out."
Stacey did play for 28 minutes
and scored 14 points, but shot an
uncharacteristic 3 of 10 from the
field.
The Falcons struggled from the
field, missing many open shots in
the first half. But BG came back to
make 65 percent in the second half.
Part of BG's offensive success came
from the penetration of senior point
guard Moore and McLeod.
Moore finished with 16 points,
four assists and two steals. He also
made 2 of 3 baskets from behind the

arch.
Esterkamp came back into the
game midway through the second
half, only to take some Buffalo frustration. Bulls forward Alexei
Vasiliev locked Esterkamp in an
elbow hold and threw him on the
ground.
"Our guys are just trying their
best to compete and be aggressive,"
Buffalo coach Tim Cohane said.
"One player reacted in a way he
shouldn't have and so that's to be
expected when you're down 20
(points) and you haven't won in 90
days — certainly guys get frustrated."

B G News
Graphic/ DIANA
BEHL
BG junior Dave
Esterkamp sets up
for a jump shot.
Esterkamp had a
Igame-high
five
assists in a 84-61
Dver Buffalo
Saturday in Anderson Arena.

Early second half proves too much for Bulls
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
Once in a while, basketball coaches
talk about a period in the game called
"the crucial five."
They are referring to the first five
minutes of the second half, when teams
are at their freshest coming out after
half-time. If a team has the lead before
that stretch, coaches preach the importance of going on a big run and putting
the opponent away early.
Against Buffalo in a Mid-American
Conference game Saturday, Bowling
Green found itself leading 32-20 at half-

McLeod scored half
time.
of BG's points during
Falcon head coach Dan Dakich
that run while DeMar
talked about the importance of putting
Moore added four,
the game away during "the crucial
Trent Jackson added
five."
a 3-pointer and Kirk
Cowan canned a
Dakich would probably agree that's
jumper.
what good teams do during that time.
"That was a big
The Falcons accomplished that mission
emphasis,"
Moore
with a 14-7 run during that stretch to
put the young Bulls away en route to DeMar Moore said of half-time. "We
concentrated on playan 84-61 victory.
ing hard the first five minutes. We
"At half-time, I challenged them,"
pushed the lead up higher and took it
Dakich said. "I thought we were in
from there."
trouble then because their good shootBuffalo played man-to-man for the
ers had the good looks."
Falcons' first five possessions and went
Freshman point guard Keith

i

to a 2-3 zone for the next three when
the man-to-man did not work.
"We were trying to mix it up and
keep them out of a rhythm," Buffalo
coach Tim Cohane said. "They're so
well-disciplined and coached that if
they get into their motion offense, they
can just chew you up. That's what happened in the second half."
But no matter what defense the Bulls
played, BG came out on fire, hitting 9of-10 shots to start the half.
"They were just blazing," Cohane
said of BG's fast start in the second
half. "They couldn't miss. They executed real well. That was the game right
there."
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Gordon narrowly defeats
Earnhardt for Daytona tide
The Associated Press
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. —
Jeff Gordon has learned well
from the master, Dale Earnhardt.
The lessons helped him win
his second Daylona 500 in a
thrilling, late-race shootout with
Earnhardt on Sunday.
"He (aught me so much out
there," Gordon said. "He's probably going to tell you I learned
too much from him."
The two-time defending series
champion had a $2.1 million
payday — the biggest in aulo
racing history — as he got to the
finish line about two car-lengths
ahead of Earnhardt.
The Intimidator did everything he could to catch the leader
on the last trip around the 2 112mile oval at Daytona International Speedway.

Associated Press Photo

Jeff Gordon (right) speeds past Dale Earnhardt (left) to win the checkered flag at the Daytona
500. Gordon won $2.1 million for the victory, the largest in auto racing history.

"I had a mirror-full today," the
27-year-old Gordon said. "It's a
dream come true for me to race
Dale Earnhardt all the way to the
finish line in the Daytona 500."
Earnhardt eased off the accelerator driving off turn two and
took a run at Gordon on the back
straightaway. Bui the seven-time
series champion just couldn't
catch the winner of NASCAR's
premier event and the Winslon
Cup season-opener.
"I couldn't even get to his
bumper," Earnhardt said. "If I
could have, maybe I could have
done something with him. But
he was strong."
Gordon, who also won the
Daytona 500 in 1997, took the
lead with a daring move on lap
190.
The Kid, who now has 43
career victories, ducked under

leader Rusty Wallace heading |
toward the first turn and
squeezed past the slow-moving
lapped car of Ricky Rudd, drawing a gasp from the standing
crowd of 185,000.
Wallace probably lost his
chance of winning the 500-mile
race for the first time when his
team chose to keep him on the
track while most of the other
leaders pitted for fresh tires during the final caution period. That
yellow flag came out 27 laps
from the end after Bobby Hamilton crashed.
Kenny Irwin, last year's top
rookie, finished third, followed
by Earnhardt teammate Mike
Skinner and Michael Waltrip.
Wallace wound up eighth.
The race went 94 laps before
the first caution flag waved
when a car stalled on the track.

Posey, Xavier edge out Temple 62-60 win
won the matchup of conference
The Associated Press
division leaders despite its horriCINCINNATI — Xavier shot ble shooting. Its press made Ihe
29 percent from the field, got difference by forcing Temple, Ihe
next to nothing out of its starting nation's leader with only 10
guards and still managed to win. turnovers per game, inlo a seaThat's how good James Posey son-high 17.
was.
Twice in the opening minutes
Posey scored 21 points, of Ihe second half, Posey stole
blocked two shots in (he final 30 Ihe ball in Ihe press and made
seconds and was at the forefront layups that finally gave Xavier a
of a disruptive press that carried toehold. He made one big plav
Xavier to a 62-60 victory Sunday after another to send Temple (16over Temple.
8, 10-2) to only its second loss in
Xavier (18-7, 10-2 Atlantic 10) 12 games.

He finished with six blocks,
six sleals and unlimited raves.
"He's quick, he's smart. The
kid just plays basketball," Temple coach John Chaney said. "I
don't know of anybody in Ihe
country that plays any belter
from both ends of Ihe floor. I
wish I had one of 'em."
Lloyd Price added 14 points
and Maurice McAfee had 12 as
Xavier overcame a combined 2for-19 shooting game bv starling
guards Gary Lumpkin and
Lenny Brown. Rasheed Broken-

SICK

borough led Temple with 13
points, but the Owls' turnovers
did them in.
"We were able to make them
play a tick faster," Posey said.
"We had a little more energy. We
left everything on the court. We
had very active hands and got
deflections.
"They're at the top of their
division and we're at Ihe top of
our division. II was a battle of
No. l's going at il. You live for
games like this."
Temple's brawnier Iron! line

(Mid-American Conference).
Eastern Michigan will double
the point total of the second
place finisher at the conference
meet. They're in a different
league."
Kent managed first place in
six events Saturday. They won

the shot-put, 200-meter run,
3,000-meter run and 4x400meter relay sweeping the final
four events of the meet.
With the MAC championships only two weeks away,
Martin needs BG's health status
to improve. The Falcons travel

Continued from page eleven.

"We'll only take a handful of
people up to Eastern Michigan,"
Martin said. "We have got to get
healthy and we're not going to
get healthy racing every weekend. We need to take a weekend
off and try to get some people
back for the MAC or it's going
to be a long meet."

ference meet) it will get better. 1
changed my (takeoff) leg today
in the triple jump. I got 40 (feel)
so I think it's not too bad."
Other winners for BG included Laura Deneau in Ihe 5,000meter with a time of 17:34.69
and Christine Thompson winning the mile in 4:54.7. Thompson also took second to Sabri in

to Ypsilanti, Mich, next week.

Now Leasing Next Summer + Fall
Campus Manor

Come meet the sisters of 9

3igma Kappa
For a night of mocktails
and games!

§
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Monday Feb. 15 from 9 - 9:45 p.m.

9
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Associated Press Photo

Xavier's James Posey drives past Temple's Quincey
Wadley during the second
half on Sunday Feb. 14.

SECOND

Continued from page eleven.

|

planted itself at the core of the
Owls' matchup zone, forcing
undersized Xavier to shoot from
the perimeter. The Owls opened
with an 8-0 lead and were ahead
throughout the first half as
Lumpkin and Brown struggled.
Brown, Ihe conference's second most-accurate 3-point shooter, missed all of his nine attempts
as he finished I-for-13 from the
field.
"They never did handle our
defense," Chaney said of his
famed matchup zone.

Thursday Fed. 18 from 8 - 8:45 p.m.
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Most people
in our business

615 Second St.
701 Fourth St.

"You'll find our places
are Purrrfect for you!"

640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth St.
733, 755, 777 Manville Ave.
825 3'° St.
315 N. Main
317 N. Main
710 Elm St.
710"2 Elm St.
237 N. Prospect
138'* N. Main St.

R.E. Management
Next to Kinko's

Under construction for Fall 1999
2 New Buildings

Northwestern
MutualLife
Tile(^niil Qxnpjny

372-2719
Give your bursar
bill a break!
Apply for a BGSU Alumni Chapter
Scholarship and earn up to $1,250 for
your education-related expenses!

(We want you to get a life.)

The Cleveland Agency
Wfi):*mxi[j')-l;t Director of Recruiting
1801 East Ninth Street, Suite 800
Cleveland, OH 44114-3104
216/241-5840

Flyiri West

352-9302

life insurance.
Internships Available.

Presents

February 17- February 20
at 8:00 p.m.
February 21 at 2:00 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
For reservations call

want you to get
Come and leant how a career with
us can be more limn just a job.

BGSU

win the meet, but continues to
keep his sights set on Ihe MidAmerican Conference championship.
"We did not load up for this
meet as we will for the MAC
meet," Price said. "We will beat
them (Akron) al Ihe MAC and
we will win the championship."

By Pearl Cleage

Rockledge Manor

113 Railroad St.

the 800, 2:16.16.
Falcon notables are: 400meter run — Tracy Hill, 57.22,
second; high jump — Stephanie
Heldt, 5 feel 9 1/4 inches, second; Jodi Rafferly, 5 feet 7 1/4
inches, third; 3,000-meter run —
Angie Michael, 10:09.26, second;
distance medley relay — Bowling Green, 12:58.48, third.
Price would have liked to

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Campbell Hill Apartments318 Campbell Hill Rd.- Buildings F & G
BRAND NEW!!
All units have dishwashers, garbage disposals,
air conditioning, and washer and dryer hookups.
3 bedroom, furnished (limit 5)

$975.00/mo.

2 bedroom, furnished (limit 4)

$790.00/mo.

'Leases 9 1/2 mos. & tenants pay all utilities

Applications to win one of the 34 BGSU Alumni
Chapter Scholarships are now available at the Milcti
Alumni Center and Office of Financial Aid (231
Administration)! All scholarship applications must
■><.' returned to the Mileti Alumni Center by no later
han 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, March 3, 1999. All
cholarship applicants will be notified the week of
April 12 as to whether or not they will receive a
scholarship award. If you have any questions regarding the BGSU Alumni Chapter Scholarship process,
lease contact Paul Pawlaczyk at 372-7702.

Best of luck to all applicants!
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OVER THE WIRE

Browns pick up more gold
• complied Irom wire

The Associated Press

*****
•TENNIS

Falcons capture
first match win
J
I
[es
U
J ■
IN.

BjJ

j

The Bowling Green women's
tennis team evened its record at
1-1 with a 5-2 victory over
Cincinnati.
Erika Wasilewski, Abby Bratton, Deidre Bissinger and Devon
Bissinger recorded singles wins.
The doubles teams of Deidre
Bissinger and Wasilewski as well
as Devon Bissinger and Tracy
Howitt won their doubles
matches to give the Falcons the
doubles point.
The Bearcats drop to 5-1 with
the loss. BG travels to IllinoisChicago Friday, Feb. 26.

-HOCKEY

BG splits games
with Alaska
The Falcon hockey team split
a pair of games with Alaska-Fairbanks over the weekend. Alaka
scored in overtime to beat BG 4-3
Friday. The Falcons romped 10-3
Saturday.
Bowling Green's record goes
to 13-15-3 overall and 8-13-3 in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association.
BG right wing Dan Price
scored all three Falcon goals Friday, the last of which sent the
game into overtime. However, a
goal by Alaska's Pat Hallett
sealed a BG loss.
The Falcons scored early and
often Saturday. In the first period, BG netted five goals and put
it in cruise control from there.
BG forward Craig Desjarlais
and Alaska-Fairbanks' Kevin
McNeil traded early goals before
the Falcons ripped off four
straight goals. Three goals came
within a minute of each other.

t -

BEREA, Ohio — The NFL's
newest team is already being
called the Cleveland 49ers, and
for good reason.
Nine players on the new
Browns' rosier have San Francisco connections, and former 49ers
president Carmen Policy and
director of football operations
Dwight Clark now run the show
in Cleveland.
Irv Smith is one of the
Browns' arrivals via the California-to-Cleveland pipeline, and
he doesn't think he'll be the last.
"It wouldn't surprise me,"
said Smith, a tight end acquired
in a trade along with defensive
end Roy Barker from the 49ers
on Friday.
When Policy, and then Clark
left the 49ers for Cleveland,
Smith said many of San Francisco's players often dreamed of
doing the same.
"There were times where in
the hot tubs, in the sauna, you're
just hanging out being guys and
you're talking," Smith said Saturday. "And you're talking about
down the road. I can't tell you
how many ears and how many
lips I heard it from, but I do
know there are quite a few guys
who had their eyeballs pointed
like, 'you know what? That
would be a great place to play."'
Cleveland has yet to dip into
its nearly $40 million reserve for
free agents, but could add another 49er in wide receiver J.J.
Stokes. Stokes is one of the premier unrestricted free agents on
the market, and is known to be
high on the Browns' wish list.
Smith's comfort with working
under both Policy and Clark was
the biggest reason he asked his
agent to work'out a deal — for
one year — with the Browns, and
he knows that should give the
Browns an inside advantage in
luring Stokes.
"I know he's going to demand
a lot of attention from a lot of

Emergency
Numbers

University Police
University Info.
BG Police

372-2346
372-snow
352-2571

To find out highway

conditions:
Lucas
Fulton
Ottawa
Swanton
Wood

865-5544
865-5544
734-1952
826-5871
666-1323

Accident or emergency:
Wood
243-3441
Lucas
243-5111 |
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Did you
know?

;
T

The flu can be J
easier to catch }
than a cold.
For more
information
Contact: The j
Wellness
Connection at ;
J372-WELL (9355);
I

teams," said Smith, 27. "Who
knows. Bui 1 know if Cleveland
puts its best foot forward, they
can probably gel him. He
believes in what Carmen Policy
believes in and because of that 1
think they have a good opportunity."
Smith spent one season with
the 49ers after leaving the New
Orleans Saints a year ago as a
free agent. The Browns got Smith
and Barker from the 49ers for
taking cornerback Antonio Langham and his huge contract in
Tuesday's expansion draft.
While Smith met the Cleveland media on Saturday, Clark
was upstairs on a conference call
and was unavailable to comment
on the trade or about Buffalo
linebacker Chris Spielman's situation.
Spielman, who hasn't played
in I 1/2 years, worked out and
had a physical for the Browns on
Friday. Spielman sat out last season with the Bills to be with his
wife, Stephanie, as she recovered
from breast cancer surgery. In
1997, he had neck surgery in the
middle of the season.
Also, the Browns met for a
second day with New England
center
Dave
Wohlbaugh.
Wohlbaugh went to dinner with
coach Chris Palmer on Friday,
but has not yet been signed by
Cleveland.
Smith thinks his numbers can
get better, and he takes as much
pride in delivering a pancake
block on a linebacker as making
a diving catch near the sideline.
"When it's time to block, I can
block as good as the best of
them," he said. "And when I
catch the ball, 1 can run with it
after I catch it. My career high is
45 balls (catches) and I think I
can blow that out of the water."
Smith's hard work in the
trenches didn't go unnoticed last
season. Running back Garrison
Hearst rewarded his offensive
lineman — and Smith — with
Rolex watches.
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your
community Patronize local
businesses.

Th^projec
measuremen
Barbie doll, in incl
of she \\crea5'2'
human being, would be
.16-1S 33

/^EJtUCA
CA
Heimsilr Apts.,710 N. Enterprise. I bdrm. high
vaulted ceilings, unique floor plan

9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
Close to campus. Starts at S.180 Call JSJ-5S0O

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt... 215 Poe, r-fficiencies & huge
I bdrmj. laundry on site, tots of parking Elf
slam at S: 10. I bdrms Starts at SJ40
Call 353-5800^

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
•Oil Change S 19.99*
'most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work

• Brakes

do the job!
ammo
EHH3 V.1XIS

BAB

Monday Night Special!!

Watch
Nitro on a
10 foot TV

19
19
15
15
15
15
4

4
5
8
8
7
9
22

17
15
9
10
3
5

6
8
14
14
19
17

Women's basketball standings
Mid-American Conference
Conference
Overall
W
L
W
East
17
Kent
11
2
14
Akron
9
4
Buffalo
8
5
15
BG
7
6
11
Miami
4
9
8
Ohio
2
12
4
Marshall
1
12
4
West
Toledo
13
1
21
W. Michigan 9
4
16
C. Michigan 7
6
11
E. Michigan 6
7
12
Ball State
5
9
8
N. Illinois
4
9
7

L
6
9
8
12
15
20
19
4
7
12
11
16
16

Saturday's Games
C. Mich 73, Marshall 64
Toledo 95, Akron 67
W. Michigan 67, BG 56
Kent 89, E. Michigan 74
N. Illinois 64, Miami 48
Sunday's Game
Ball State 82, Ohio 70

Drink Specials
All Night Long

Monday-Friday
"The Usual"

Homemade Coffee Cake
and Brew $1.50
Th« Good Morning Sc-KlaU run from 7J0 o-m. Is 1130 «.m.
at th« Fokon'a N.»t Coff*. Shop In In. Stud-ni Union.
F • atun nq Grou ndl for Thought coff.*.

50C Hotdogs
250 Wings

Bentwood
Subdivision
(across from MerCer Manor)

FALL 1999 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

• 2 BATHROOMS
• 2 CAR GARAGE
• 4 BEDROOMS
• 1400 SQUARE FT
• FIRE PLACES

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS - 323 and 331
Mercer Road (limit 5 people) 3 bedroom, furnished.
Units have fireplaces, A/C, dishwashers, microwaves,
and garbage disposals.

$100 .oo OFF

• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
•A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

First Month's Total Rent
'Limited time, Hurry
Expires 2/17/99

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
MAY 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Willow House Apis.. M0 4th Si. I Mima, gas
heal. At' Remodeled Stalls « $3T*
Call .1 vi. own

352-0717

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
Management Inc.
Woosier House. 716 E. Wooster. I bdrms,
Starting at $160 One minute from South Hall
Call JS3-S800^^

Buhop
*d

Management Inc.
BGSU

Overall
W
L

Monday - Twist and Brew $ 1.25
Tuesday - Roll and Brew $1.75
Wednesday - Donut and Brew $ 1.25
Thursday - Small Muffin and Brew $ 1.25
Friday - Bagel and Brew $ 1.25

Management Inc.

w/Student ID

13040 Bishop Rd.
Bowling Green. OH
353-2526
Free Towing if we

AJE&CA

Men's basketball standings
Mid-American Conference
Conference
W
L
East
Miami
14
1
Kent
12
4
BG
10
5
Ohio
10
5
Akron
9
5
Marshall
10
6
Buffalo
0
15
West
Toledo
9
6
Ball St.
9
6
C. Michigan 6
9
W. Michigan 5
11
E. Michigan 3
12
N. Illinois
1
13
Saturday's Games
Bowling Green 84. Buffalo 61
Ohio U. 74. W. Michigan 55
Kent 92. Akron 82
Ball St. 69. Cent. Michigan 63
Miami 78. E. Michigan 56
Marshall 81. Toledo 72
Monday's Game
Akron at N. Illinois
Wednesday's Games
Bowling Green at Akron
Ball State at W. Michigan
Marshall at Buffalo
Ohio at E. Michigan
Miami. Ohio at Toledo

BG News Tip Line: 372-6966

Management Inc.

HillstUle Apis, 1082 Fairvin*. Large studios.
high vaulted ceilings, unique floor plan,
9 1/2-12 mo Leases
Start at SJ50 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

For more information,
contact the Wellness
( onnection at
M2 -WELL (9355).

NBA standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pet
GB
Orlando
5
1
.833
Philadelphia 4
1
.800
1/2
.500
Boston
2
2
2
New York
2
2
.500
2
Miami
2
3
.400
2 1/2
New Jersey 1
3
.250
3
Washington 1
3
.250
3
Central Division
Milwaukee
3
1
.750
Atlanta
4
2
.667
Indiana
4
2
.567
.600
Detroit
3
2
1/2
Cleveland
2
3
.400
1 1/2
Toronto
1
3
.250
2
.200
2 1/2
Charlotte
1
4
.200
2 1/2
Chicago
1
4
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Pet
GB
W
L
1.000
Utah
5
0
800
1
Houston
4
1
750
1 1/2
Minnesota
3
1
571
2
San Antonio 4
3
400
3
Vancouver
2
3
167
4 1/2
Dallas
1
5
Denver
1
5
167
4 1/2
Pacific Division
1.000 ...
Seattle
5
0
.667
Portland
2
1
2
.600
2
Phoenix
3
2
.600
2 1/2
L.A. Lakers 3
3
Sacramento 2
2
.500
2 1/2
.000
L.A. Clippers 0
4
4 1/2
Golden State 0
5
.000
5
Sunday's Games
San Antonio 89. Chicago 76
Orlando 85. Milwaukee 82
Philadelphia 78. Atlanta 70
Vancouver 96. Dallas 92
Indiana 101. L.A. Lakers 99
Portland at Golden State (nl
Minnesota at LA. Clippers (n]
Monday's Games
Detroit at New York. 1 p.m.
New" Jersey at Miami. 8 p.m.
Sacramento at Utah. 9 p.m.
Phoenix at Denver. 9 p.m.
Dallas at Portland. 10 p.m.
Minnesota at Golden State. 10:30 p.m
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at Philadelphia. 7 p m.
Orlando at Cleveland. 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at New Jersey. 7:30 p.m.
Toronto at New York. 7:30 p.m
Miami at Indiana. 8 p.m.
Atlanta at Chicago. 8:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Houston, 8:30 p.m
Utah at Seattle. 10 p.m.
Boston at Sacramento. 10:30 i.m.
Vancouver vs. L.A. Clippers 10:30 p.m.
Charlotte at L.A. Lakers. 10:30 o.m.

The Good Molnina Special!

Management Inc.

Did you know?

STANDINGS

What'* new at the Ctrffee Shop?

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

itillulilr Apli.. I0»2 Kairvicw. 2bdrai llalj.
very spacious, 9 Tool ceilings, cat pons.
9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
SlartatSolO Call 3S3-S800

Monday, February 15, 1999

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main Si for
complete listing 01 Call J5J-SS00.
www.wcnet.ore/~-fnecca

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
224 E. WOOSTER
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
Bowling Green,
Saturday 9am-1 pm
OH 43402
www.wcnet.org/-gbrental

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

GREENBRIAR,
Hours:
224 E. Woosier
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
,ii
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French House Recruitment
Lades, are you interested in living in the
French House lor 1999-2000? Come meet this
year's residents at recruitment events:
Wednesday 17th 9-i0pm-Snachs and Thursday 18tn 6.00-7 OOorrvDinner Questions? Call
372-2671.

Classified
Ads

352-7534

372-6977
TTw BG N*»i will r»i k»-»in|1> »rpi jJ»rm
rh*i dmnimiuir. i* tmoura*). Jtviniunalion ■gaiiui
JOV ir*Ji.iJujl tH gr»up »n ihr twit of racr <ri MlM
tired. trhgxMi IUIKMUI onfin. tcaual oneniaOun. Ji»»N1II>. MMUI u ■ vnrnn. .* oa the ht»u of my other
keally pnxecieii uatui
The BG New* rt WHO ihr nghi to dtxlinc. di
of reviie jn. adktm-cmrni <o.h u ir»tc found to he
Je I amah »>. lacking in factual belt iTaikjdwp 01 U**

in nature All advtrnwmentt are subject «• editing and
approval

Golden Key National Honor Society
i si meeting will be Feb. 15 al 9pm in 103 BA
AH members are welcome. Questions? Call
372-1979.
One World...One Mousa...Endless Opportunities! The Wall Disney Co. will have recruiters on campus to recruit students for
the College Program In aunny Orlando, FL.
Attending a mandatory presentation la required. The presentation will be Tues. Feb.
16th al 6:00pm In 113 Olacamp. Interviews
will be held on Feb. 17th. Quest lone call Coop oltlce: 2-2451. All majors welcoma.
REMINDER:There are excellent student teaching placements available each semester in the
FIRELANDS COtLEGE area and in the
GREATERCLEVELANDarea. Inquire at #365
Education Bldg. or call Dr. Mary Joyce Lunn at
44Q-235-38B5.

CAMPUS EVENTS

"AA

USG meetings are now in 117 Oscamp on
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. They are also televised
every Thurs. on Ch. 24 at 11:00 p.m. Show
your support and involvement lor the student
body.

BGSU Rowing Team
Recruiting to* 3 positions.
No experience needed lor
collegiate rowing.

Pregnant??
FREE pregnancy tests.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

'AMA-AMA'AMA'AMA*
American Marketing Association
INFORMAL MEETING
Monday, Feb 15 9M5pm BA 113
Career Services
Last Day to Join
-AMA'AMA'AMA'AMA-

PERSONALS

Round Trip anywhere
in the USA
$158 Greyhound

Support Our
Advertisers

352-2329

Tell them you saw their
ads in the News!

DID YOU

g

5 KNOW? S

every week,
or about
25 lbs.
per person.1

t\

3-ON-3 MEN'S AND WOMEN'S BASKET
BALL TOURNAMENT TO BE HELD SUNDAY.
FEBRUARY 21, 1PM. PROCEEDS TO
BENEFIT DANCE MARATHON ENTRIES
ARE DUE IN INTRAMURAL OFFICE BY 5PM
ON FEBRUARY 17 CONTACT INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR REGISTRATION INFORMA
TION.

^
/»
*»^
&
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€» I Miller, 1996
<^ Living in the Environment

From 1991
Froo [nps &
Group Discounts
Hours and hours ol free drtnks
Jamaica Cancun Florida
South Padre Bahamas Barbados
Lowest pr i cos. Bosi meals
CAUTOOAYII-BOO426-7710

"Sigma Kappa "Sigma Kappa*
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like to thank
the brothers ol Kappa Sigma lor an awesome
time al the tea on Friday the Sthl
■Sigma Kappa**Slgma Kappa'

10 lbs. of trash

Sponsored by
the Center for
/^
Environmental
tnvironmenioi
^ Programs and your
<M> Campus Recycling
&
Program

Spring Break "99
www.junsplasMours.cOfn

""Sigma Kappa""
Come visit the sisters ol Sigma Kappa tor a
night of mocktails and games' Monday the 15th
9-9:45 AND Thursday the 18m 8-8:45.
'B""Sigma Kappa""

The average
American family
produces about

a

ENJOY SPRING BREAK/GRAD
WEEK-MARCH MADNESS N. MYRTLE
BEACH, S C. S7S-200 PER PERSON/WEEK
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE 1999 BROCHURE, www.relreatmyrllebeach com or
8006453618

**
t^

Boyne Mounlain SKI TRIP
in Michigan
February 20-21 SI
Two days ol great skiing,
Total cost is $i 00 which
includes trans., hotel room
and lilt tickel.
Sign ups are in room 330 Union
by Feb 17,1999
For questions, contact UAO olice
at 372-2343

Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort Panama dry Beach
Florida. Irom $159 per person
3 pools. 1 indoor pool/lazy
river ride, huge beachaide
hortub suites up to 10 people.
Tiki bar. home ol the world's
longest keg parry.
Drink Free, dralt beer
all week w/cover. Free mlo
1-800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com

Rentals

For info call 203-319-2802
••$20/HR PT/FT
Process Our Company Mail or Email
From Home or School For Details:
Email: Apply 4now@smartbot. net

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble
products at home. Info 1 -504-646-1700 DEPT.

OH-6255.
Automotive detailing business. Full or parttime. Call 354-9560

GOING ON SPRING BREAKBuy the most
powerful fal burner/energize we
oiler $19 95 Universal Supp.
1 888-642-7887-Creallne IQOOgrs $29.95.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FCLD HOUSE: MARCH 2-CO-REC
BOWLING; MARCH 3-M, W. & CO-REC VOLLEYBALL.
KA - AOII
The gentlemen ol Kappa Alpha Orfler would
like to thank Jill and Jodi from Aloha Omicron
P: For being excellent coaches at the 3 on 3
tournament on Sunday.
AOII • KA
KAKAKAKA
The gentlemen of Kappa Alpha Order would
like to congratulate the brothers ol the week:
Dan Humphrey lor an excellent job with the philanthropy and Brian Huston lor a great, rush.
Nice job gentlemen, and congratulations.
KAKAKAKA

College burnout. Local company seeking exciting energetic people to help expand new office.
No experience necessary. Full/part Dme positions avail. Call 419-841-2521.
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT
up to $?,000'/month (w/tips
World Travel! Land-Tour
$5.O0O-$7,00OVsummer. Ask us
517-336-4235 Ext. C55442

- Workers earn
& benelits).
jobs up to
how1

Direct Care/Residential Specialist Full and
pan time positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities living in the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Pnmanly afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage $7.14-$8.52 depending on
experience/education Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18. have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically fit and able to lift 60lbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
9:30-10:30am and 4305:00pm. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio, 7223 MaumeoWestom Rd., Maumee, Ohio EOE.

www.ststravel.com
On Campus Contact:
Nicki @ 372-5408
Jim @ 372-1306

FREE RADIO
•S12SM
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations Earn
$3-$5 per Visa'MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost
Call for info or visitour website
Oualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box.
1 800-932-0528x65
www.ocmconcepts com

SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CfTY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spnng Break
Headquarters. Packages Irom $39 00 per person. Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela. Host ol
Sports Illustrated Beach Club. Call Now!
1 -800 224 GULF www.springbreakhq.com.

Fnto-Lay Warehouse posit-on available starting at $7/hr. Part-time, 20-25 hrs/wk
(12am-5pm) Call Chris @ 419-893-6336 lor
directions. Apply m person w/ resume on
Mon.. Tues.. or Thurs between 10am and
1pm n650i Monclova Rd Maumee. OH.

SPRINGBREAK BEACHES Daytona, Panama
City. Padre. Miami. Cancun. Jamaica. Baha
mas, etc. Best hotels, prices, parties Browse
wwwicpt com. Reps earn cash, Iree tnps. Call
Inler-Campus 800 327 6013

Nursing-RN.'LPN- Pat time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday.
9.30-10:00am and 4.30-5.00pm. Or contact
Human Resources (419) 665-0251. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWesiem Rd . Maumee. OH EOE

SPRING BREAK'99
Guaranteed lowest prices to Cancun,
Jamaica. Panama City 4 Daytona Beach
Student Travel Services

1-800-648-4849

WANTED
BGSU Welcome Week Leaders
Gain valuable leadership expenence and make
a difference for new students1 Applications can
be picked up tn 405 Student Services Due by
February 19 Call 20465 for info
Work 39 days a year and get up to 60%tuition,
up to $10,000 in student loan repayments, and
up to $600 00mo not counting salary. Call
now 1-800-708-4068 for more info. The Oho
Air National Guard, Fuel Your Future

WANTED
Non-smoktng roommate wanted May "99 to
May '00 lease. Estimated monthly rent $260
Call Alexa <y> 353 6283

Part time student employment
Are you looking for part timo employment ol 15
hours plus per week plus per woek within walking distance to BGSU campus? Interested m
working various unskilled jobs in assembly,
packaging, etc.? Rate ol pay is $5 15 per hour.
Apply in person between the hours of 9 00am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
428CloughSt
Bowling Green. Ohio43402.
PLAY SPORTS) HAVE FUN' SAVE MONEY'
Top rated boys' sports camp (Maine). Need
counselors to teach/coach all sports; tennis,
basketball, lacrosse, hockey, waterfront, rock
climbing, biking, golf, sailing, waterskimg. and
morel Call free (888) 844 8080 apply online:
www camocedar com

miumm.i
cancon-Jamaica •Bahamas

S^taMtrosiMl »tr-lM'-iS.iiNlft"'il(PW
MUM ** MUN>i| •«•*» W Corel 4 Sm> MM ■MNfl

Bahamas Party

Cruise
Panama
Jamaica
Cancun

$279
$119
$439
$399

*sm '.OT 'vs?
nsut

PI-time gymnastics 4 cneerleading instructors
needed Please call Medal Gymnastics lor
more intoat 419-42S 4653
Summer Camp Jobs
A tun place to work and a Melone learning expenence awaits you at YMCA Resident Camp
NissoKone (Oscoda. Ml) or YMCA Day Camp
Ohryesa (Highland. Ml). Are you a creative,
caring and enthusiasw: person who would erv
|0y working in an active outdoor setting? Now
hiring counselors, activity specialist lor
aquatics, horseback, nature, arts/crafts, mus.c/drama. high and tow ropes courses, sailing, and athletics. Call (248) 887-4533 to
schedule an on-campus interview.
Summer Counselors
Great staff-Great facilities-Groat Expenence,
N.Y.S. Co-ed resident camp 2 hours NYC, athleucs. Baseball, Basketball. Tennis, Roller
Hockey. Swimming, Waterskiing, Boat Driver,
Woodworking, Photography, Horseback Riding. Ceramics, Ropes/Wall. Kennybrook. 19
Southway. Hansdaie, NY 10530. FAX (914)
693-7678. 1-800-58-CAMP2. E-mail: Kenny
brookQAOL.com.
SUMMER JOBS
FEMALE AND MALE COUNSELORS
NEEDED FOR
TOP CHILORENS CAMP IN MAINE
Top Salary, Room/Board/Laundry. Clothing &
Travel allowance provided. Must love children
and have skill in one or more of the following
activities: Archery. Arts 8 CraMs (Ceramics,
Stained Glass. Jewelery). Athleiic Trainer.
Basketball, Canoeing. Kayaking, Dance (Tap.
Poinie. & Jazz). Drama, F*ld Hockey, Golf,
Gymnastics (Instructors & Qualified Spotters).
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seat. Lacrosse. Photography, Videographer, Piano Accompianisl, PioneenngrCamp Craft. Ropes
(Challenge Course, 25 Stations), Sailing, Soccer. Softball. Tennis. Theatre Technicians.
Track & Field. Volleyball. Waterskiing (Slalom.
Trick, Barefoot. Jumping). W.S.lySwim Instructors. Windsurfing. Also opportunities for
Nurses. HTML programmers and secretaries
Camp Vega for Girls!
www.campvega.com
E-mail: |obs@campvega.com
CALL 1-800-838- VEGA
COME SEE US! We will be on your campus
Tues, March 30th.
Ohio Suite, Student Union
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Telemarketing
New office located downtown. Hourly plus
commission. Weekly pay. Morning & evening
hours. Full or part lime positions. CaH Doug at
1-800-300-4760.
Third shift desk clerk needed for local motel
i2am-8am. Sal. and Sun. mornings start immediately, mm wage. Apply @ Buckeye Motor
Inn.35?-15?0
Volunteer Coordinator: Temporary full time
posit-on available (initially 1-2 days per week
for training full lime summer months) at nonprofil agency. Responsibilities include recruitment, orientation and ongoing training ol volunteers, supervision and coordination of special events. Includes some evenings and
weekends Bachelors degree in a related field
preferred. Send resume to Sunshine Inc of
Northwest Ohio. 7223 Maumee-We stern Rd..
Maumee. Ohio 43537. Ann: HR Manager
EOE.
Volunteer Supervisor-Sunshine. Inc
of
Northwest Ohio, a residential facility lor individuals with developmental disabilities, is looking for a part time (16-24 hrs/week) supervisor to implement a "'Faith in Action" program.
Dunes would include recruitment, training, and
support of volunteers to provide compassionate caregiving, developing contacts with local
congregations, lundraising, and working with
the interfaith coalition Bachelors degree preferred, experience in MR/DO helpful Must
have valid driver's license with adequate
transportation and insurance coverage. Applications and lour Wednesdays 9 30-10:00am
and 4:30-5.00pm or send resume 10 Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd.. Maumee. Ohio 43537. Ann HR
MGR EOE.
WANTED
State tested or Test ready nurse aids
7-3 and 11 -7 shifts available
$6.75-hr lor test ready
$7 00/hr lor state tested
We also offer an anendance bonus, paid vacations, medical insurance, and a friendly atmosphere, with courteous co-workers.
Apply in person or call for more mfo:
Blakely Care Center
600 Sterling Drive
N Baltimore. OH 45872
(419)257-2421

Come visit our website at
www.newlovereality.com

<

fsf

Weekdays at

■ 1 Panama City vacations!
Free parties-No covet. Best
beachfront hotels from $129.
Free "Spring Break Uncensored"
Video* 1-800-234-7007
www endlesssummer lours com
#1 Spring Break '99 Vacations'
Besl Prices Guaranteed'11
Cancun & Jamaica $399. Bahamas $459
Panama City Beach $129 Book Now
& receive a free "Spring Break
Uncensored" video11' 1-800* 234-7007
www.endlesssummeriours.com
'91 Ford Ranger XLT.
Dark Blue. 116 K. $3600060
372-4212. Ask for Mike
1111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise I 5
Nights $279> Includes Meals & Free Parties'
Awesome 8eaches. Nightlife' Departs Florida'
Cancun 8 Jamaica $399' spnngbreakiravei com 1-800-678-6386
1111 Spring Break Panama City $1291 Boardwalk Room w/Kuchen Near Clubs' 7 ParliesFree Drinks' Daytona $149' South Beach
$129' Cocoa Beach $149' springbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386.
CARS FROM $500.00
Police impounds and lax repo's.
For listings call 1-800-319-3323x4558
For Sale
93 Chrysler Lebar on
4-door Sedan PS. PW, POL. Cruise. AC.
AM/FM Cassette. $5500 OBO. (419)
2883989

FOR RENT

GEORGETOWN MANOR APARTMENTS
Available Fall 99 & Spnng 2000
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully furnished, AC.
New Laundry Room, no pets
91/2& 12mo. leases
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water A sewer included.
Call 354-9740 lo' more details A app't.

«' Houses & Apts 99/2000 SY"
930E. Wooster. normally for 7 students, will
have new carpet, new furn., new paint $200
no. across the street from Kohl Hall.
1, 2. 3 bdrm. apis avail. 300 block E Merry
plus rooms avail. $200 mo and/or have 2nd
semester leases inexpensive.

Call 353-0325 9-9
1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts. for 09 00 school
year 352-7454
i or 2 bedroom apartment or house for rent
Jusl 1 block from campus. 1999-2000
3/2 2096 dayume 872 9874 evening.
12 month leases starting May IS, 1999
122 N Enterpnse-1 Br-i person-$360*Util
266Manville-i Br-i person$350.Util
605Fifth«B-2Br -2 person-$370* Util.
605 Fifth «A-4 Br.-4 per son- $660 *UW
Sieve Smith 352-691 7 or 367-8666
2 BDRM FURNISHED APTS
SUMMER LEASES $700
9412 MONTH LEASES $465 ANDUP
704 5th STREET. 352-3445
Are you looking for a roommate, another one.
or a subleaser for the summer and/or next
school year? Please call Tom @ 352-6110.
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BG! Clean, 2 bedroomt, fully
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, utililies provided, on-site manager, balcony
units svallsble. Call for an appointment:
352-9909.
Rooms lor rent in BG home. Grad males preferred Call Ken Kendall al (219) 293-0920 or
352-1631
Subleaser needed 'or 1999/2000 school year
$205/mo. * utilities. 440-845-6316

Tuesday. February 16
5-6 pm

5:30, 10:30. and 7.30am

' M*** * *■ - MolH • Nw Fort t » Urt H Hnr»a

CAMPUS REPS - SIGN UP ONLINE •

Spring Break Travel Our 12th Year!

18002347007

1-800-678-6386

FOR SALE

r^™
Watch BG 24 News! ft

City- harms** N0M«l M 5nMprM • **»'

320 Elm #A-C S390.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
320 Elm #D $395.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
320 Elm #F $695.00 2 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
401 & 407 S. Enterprise #C 1 bedroom Unfurnished
Free Water & Sewer
401 #B & 407 S. Enterprise #A&B 2 bedroom Unfurnished.
Free Water & Sewer
709 Fifth St. 1,2,43 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $495.00
709 #5-12 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $530.00
801 Fifth St. #1,3,5,7 Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
803 Fifth St. Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
309 High St. #1,2,3,4,6,7, 4 8 Furnished and unfurnished 2
bedroom Free gas heat, water & sewer. $495.00
114 S. Main St. #1 $360.00 1 bedroom, #3 $335.00 1 bedroom,
#6 $360.00 1 bedroom, #10 $360.00 1 bedroom All unfurnished
117 N. Main St. #2 $350.00 1 bedroom, #3 $280.00 1 bedroom, #6 $320.00 1 bedroom, «7 $385.00 1 bedroom #8
$260.00 1 bedroom, #9 $355.00 1 bedroom, #10 $380.00 1
bedroom All unfurnished
507 E. Merry #5 2 bedroom furnished. Free water & Sewer.
$565.00
824 Sixth St. #1-8 2 bedroom unfurnished. $480.00 Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer
843 Sixth St. #2-4 2 bedroom <2 bath $445.00, #5-12 2 bedroom 2 bath $475.00 All unfurnished
128 W. Wooster #D-F 1 bedroom unfurnished $275.00
920 E. Wooster 2 bedroom furnished apartment
$690.00 Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
1024 E. Wooster #Rec Room, 2 bedroom furnished Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer
^^
NEWLPVE

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.

375 Counselor* and Instructors needed)
Coed summer camps m Pocono Mountains,
PA. Lohikan.
1-800-488-4321.
www.lohikan.com

£ £> £> £> G> £> & &

332 S. Main St.
352-5620

$1,000's WEEKLYMStuff envelopes at home
for $2 00 each plus bonuses. F/T. P/T, Make
$800* weekly, guaranteed* Free supplies. For
details, send one stamp to: N 181. 12021 VVilshire Blvd . SuHo 552. Los Angeles. CA 90025

2nd shift production line work available.
3pm -ii 30j>m. Monday-Friday. $7.50/hr plus
attendance bonus. Apply in person al Sun
Seed Co . 20584 Long JuGson Hood, Weston

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

it.*.*.*.*.*.*.*

NEWIPVE

HELP WANTED

770-937 6761

SERVICES OFFERED

Positions:
1 lemale Between 130-140 lbs
"talteMhan $tr
i male over 57"', over 180 lbs
1 male under 5'6", under 140 lbs
If i metes ted,
call Coach Chris at
352-5219

|

Educational backpacking trip to the
Navajo Reservation in the high deaert
mountains ol New Meiico and Arizona
May 9 to May 23.1999
Earn 3 hours credit, il you want.
II interested e-mail Bill Thompson at
wthomp@bgnet.bgsu.edu or phone at

Monday, February 15, 1999 ]

on cable channel 24

Sea what's happening in the
campus and sunounding

DAYTONA BEACH
&ve WTk Qvrm Break

With Dr. Betsv Allgeier
Prolessor ol Human Sexualny Psych 3D)

www.endlesssummertours.com

community on Bowling Greens
only live television news source'
Questions/Story Ideas 372 299;

onWBGU88.1
Mil at 3T22826&
wel answer alvpur
sex westers!

discountliredLk.com
hotel Discounts -Tollffee LWt
THE
TANNING
CENTER

1 FREE Visit

and Register lo Win
Cash for Spring Break
with rhis ad ft package purchase

i LOCATIONS

TBS WASH HOUSK
I 248 N. MAIN ST.
354-1559
■ 10 BF.DS/2 BOOTHS
" "BG's LARGEST"

SOLTIISIDE LAUNDROMAT

THE HEAT

993 S. MAIN
353-8826

904 t. WOOSTER
352-3588
5 BEDS

5 BEDS/1 B<X>TH

CLOSEST TO CAMPUS

Serving BG since 1980

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
FROM $159 PER WEEK*
SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT
.
PANAMA CITY BEACH
^r

,

JSummcr employment

wvvw.Mndpiiwrbcaaiii.cum Cr.ucs per ix-moii)

HOME OF THE WORLD'S LONGEST KEC PARTY"
FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK LONC<ALL FOR INFO!
1 800-488-8818

Home Gity Ice

Home City
Ice Company

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders
Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

